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Introduction

The country briefs presented in this booklet include central outcomes of the empirical work carried out in the countries participating in the DETOUR project – Austria, Belgium, Germany, Ireland, Lithuania, the Netherlands and Romania. They are intended to provide some in-depth insights into law and practice on pre-trial detention as well as on alternative, non-custodial measures in these seven countries. Central bases of these outcomes are expert interviews carried out in the context of the DETOUR project in 2016 and 2017. Interview partners were above all judges, public prosecutors, defence counsellors and in some countries also police representatives as well as representatives of organizations involved in the organization of pre-trial detention and of non-custodial alternatives respectively. The research carried out in the run of the DETOUR project also included research into and analysis of the legal frameworks, analysis of available statistical data, literature review, court observations and case file analysis. Outcomes of these research steps have been included in the country briefs supplementary.

Our research shows that there are considerable differences with respect to the detention practice in the partner countries and in the end with respect to the realization of the ultima ratio principle. Not least the increasing need for transnational cooperation and the increasing number of cross border cases ask for mutual understanding. Mutual understanding and trust, however, are built up best on the basis of knowledge about the systems, procedures and practice in other countries as well as on the basis of common standards. The DETOUR-project aims to support the development of both. The final conference of the project as well as the country briefs are contributions in this spirit.

The DETOUR-Team
1. **Austria**¹

*Walter Hammerschick, Veronika Reidinger*

1.1. **Pre-trial detention in a nutshell**

According to §§ 173 pp CCP, Pre-Trial Detention (PTD) is the deprivation of liberty of an untried or not yet convicted person following a decision by the court. The literal translation of the German term “Untersuchungshaft” means ‘investigating detention’ but it actually comprises any detention during the pre-trial phase up to the end of an appeals procedure. Securing the proceedings is a central objective of Pre-Trial Detention expressed in the Personal Freedom Act (Art. 2) as well as in §173 CCP. This includes: Preventing the suspect or accused from absconding, preventing collusion, preventing obscuring of evidence or the obstruction of the “ascertainment of truth” in any other way. Furthermore, PTD may be ordered in cases where it is necessary with respect to the prevention of new crimes. It may only be ordered if there is an **urgent suspicion** that a suspect has carried out an offence, if it is necessary to **avoid one of the mentioned risks**, and if **PTD is not disproportionate to the aims** pursued. No deprivation of liberty is allowed if more lenient measures are sufficient to achieve the aims. Therefore, alternative measures to PTD are supposed to be given priority to counteract assumed risks.

Since 2008, all procedures during the pre-trial phase have to be initiated by the **public prosecutor**, while all decisions concerning rights of suspects are the responsibility of a **detention and legal protection judge** (“Haft- und Rechtsschutzrichter”).

In 2010, the possibility for pre-trial detainees to spend PTD in house arrest monitored by an electronic monitoring device was introduced. In Austria, **Electronic Monitoring (EM)** is not defined as an alternative but a way to serve PTD at one’s own place of living. This means that PTD carried out via EM also has to be terminated if milder measures secure the aims. However, up to now, EM has hardly been used for PTD (3 to 14 cases a year). Practitioners say, in most cases, EM would only fit if other alternative measures also apply. Interestingly, judges and prosecutors did not know about the rather recent availability of GPS-monitoring² devices, which may broaden the use of EM for PTD.

After rather high numbers of pre-trial detainees (an average of 2,000) in the early years of the century, in recent years an average of about 1,700 was observed – 1,752 in 2015. This equals about one fifth of the total prison population and about 24 pre-trial detainees per 100,000 of the Austrian population. The reported average length of PTD is 80 days. Although social developments and legal changes are said to have an impact on the numbers of pre-trial detainees, PTD practice per se was described to not have undergone major changes since

---

¹ The following brief is primarily based on the outcomes of altogether 35 expert interviews carried out in all four higher regional court districts

² The standard devices use radio frequency
According to some practitioners, the practice may have become somewhat more lenient, yet this would not become visible in the overall picture because of the increased numbers of foreign suspects who would require PTD more often. In fact, the considerable increase of foreign national detainees is one of the main developments and problems with respect to PTD to be observed. Since 2001, the number of Austrian nationals in PTD has actually decreased by 45% while the number of foreign nationals in PTD has increased by 64% (2015). Foreign nationals may not have a higher risk of detention per se. However, certain groups of foreigners definitely appear to be at a higher risk than others: Offenders assumed to be “criminal tourists”; foreign nationals who are assumed to likely try avoiding trial and conviction based on assessments of (a lack of social) ties to Austria and of regular residency; and foreign nationals (visibly) involved in drug dealing.

In the past the very vague regulation of an assumption of criminal offences being directed at a continuing income regularly served as a ground for PTD. A recent, more precise regulation in this respect was generally assumed to make it harder to justify PTD with this argument. In the past, this assumption was regularly employed with drug dealers (in the streets) and therefore the amendment led to political pressure. The police argued that the amendment would hamper the prosecution of these offenders. Consequently, a new regulation was introduced threatening drug dealing in public spaces with high sentences and thereby again allowing PTD to be applied in these cases more often.

A fact with respect to the PTD practice confirmed by the practitioners is the so-called east-west decline. This means that the PTD practice appears rather extensive in the east of Austria (the region of Vienna) and more lenient towards the west with the district of Innsbruck being called the most liberal one. Apart from a different crime structure which may explain some of the differences, this phenomenon also shows that there is quite some room for interpretation in the application of PTD law. A decisive role in this respect can be appointed to the rulings of the higher regional courts being the appellate courts.

1.2. Reasons to detain and the decision making

Decisions of the authorities involved in the decision-making processes appear to be coined by the known practice of the authorities following in the “chain of decisions and of control”: Prosecutors act on the knowledge of the practice of the judges and view the rulings of the higher regional courts as central guidelines, as do the judges. Judges and prosecutors often refer to an essentially common understanding with respect to PTD. In fact, in most cases applications for PTD brought forward by the prosecution are granted by the judges.

The personal impression a suspect leaves with the judge during the first interrogation appears to be important, particularly for the first decision on PTD, when the file is still thin and decisions have to be made based on rather little information on the person and on social conditions. Judges in general appear to have quite some discretion in their decisions on
PTD. The judiciary views this discretion necessary to be able to sufficiently consider the complexity of the individual cases. Attorneys assess this discretion to be too extensive.

The importance of the principle of proportionality is regularly addressed. The practitioners, however, consider it mostly to be fulfilled quite easily, indicating that the requirements in this respect are not high. The Austrian Supreme Court e.g. ruled that the principal of proportionality is fulfilled if the length of the expected sentence suffices, no matter whether it is expected to be unconditional or conditional. Burglary into a home, e.g. is threatened by a sentence of up to five years. If one would only expect a sentence of about a third of the maximum, the principal of proportionality appears to be easily fulfilled indeed.

1.2.1. The dominance of preventive aspects

Austrian PTD practice is very much coined by preventive aspects. Available data suggests that a risk of reoffending is assumed in about 90 percent of all PTD-cases. This is not least due to the rather detailed regulations with respect to the risk of reoffending as a ground for detention. These regulations and their practical application mirror societal concerns with respect to security. The example of the so called “criminal tourism” indicates that general preventive considerations do sometimes also influence decisions on PTD although they are actually not supposed to. Furthermore, while judges and prosecutors clearly expressed that PTD may not be an anticipation of a punishment, the repeatedly mentioned aspect of “PTD teaching a lesson” at least points towards a punitive motivation.

The domination of this ground for detention seems also grounded in the frequently provided explanation that it is a strong ground rather easily substantiated in many cases. This is not least due to the unfavourable (social) background of many offenders. In fact, this ground is often applied with rather minor offences with assumed “criminal tourists”, who are accused of property offences aiming at a regular income. Counsellors criticize the risk of reoffending being applied too extensively. While the formal prerequisites often may be fulfilled it was stated that evaluations of the real risks to be expected are hardly carried out.

This ground for detention is mostly applied based on prior convictions, often based on repeated offending, but rather seldom on the severity of offences. Prior records actually “trigger” some succeeding questions aiming at the assessment of a possible need for PTD like the time that has passed since the last conviction, alternative measures already applied and especially the question whether prior offences concerned the same legal values (“einschlägige Vorstrafen”, eg. property offences). Carrying out a similar offence of anything but minor quality within a short period of time carries a high likelihood of PTD.

1.2.2. Other factors of relevance for PTD

It was explained that the legal requirements for the risk of absconding to justify PTD are more difficult to fulfil, because of a rather high threshold with respect to the expected sentence and an obligation to consider bail (if it is the only ground). Still, this ground is also
applied often, mostly combined with a risk of reoffending. The risk of absconding primarily aims at ensuring the proceedings. Interestingly, some practitioners explained that this motivation may also be pursued by applying a risk of reoffending which more strongly ensures detention. Obviously, the ground for detention central to an application is not necessarily the one which fits the actual intended purpose best, but the one which secures detention best. Apart from the motivation to secure the proceedings, procedural economics also seem to be a possible motivation for PTD. We have heard arguments that it may be possible to get a hold of a suspect in his home country with a European Arrest Warrant, but this would cause delays and hassle. Considering delays of proceedings and administrative difficulties it appears tempting to rather keep the suspect in custody. According to the Austrian Supreme Court, a regular place of living within the EU is supposed to exclude the assumption that a suspect will abscond if there are no other indications this way. Austrian judges and prosecutors do not uniformly share this view. Some called this unrealistic because, in practice, a regular place of living in the EU would often be hard to be ascertained and then suspects may not be seizeable.

Austrian nationals, but also other nationals with a regular residency and with indications of integration in Austria, are rarely detained because of a risk of absconding. Central to the assessment of a risk of absconding are a regular place of living, social ties, and integration. If these are given it is regularly assumed a suspect would not easily abandon them and thereby the criminal procedures - appearance at court, delivery of summons, etc. – are ensured. Foreigners having no residency in and no social ties to Austria are regularly assumed to have a rather high risk of absconding. The precarious social situation and the (offending-) history of many of these suspects do not only ground a risk of reoffending, but often also a risk of absconding. While the term foreigner includes very different groups we can assume that the characteristic of “precarious social conditions” is true for many of them. Suspects who are socially integrated apparently have a better chance to avoid PTD while others living in vulnerable conditions, engaging in criminal activities for poverty reasons are increasingly the ones in detention. Criminal law cannot solve social inequalities. The application of the criminal law however should try to avoid aggravating social inequalities.

The risk of tampering with evidence or to influence witnesses plays a rather minor role in practice, not least because of the rather high-level criterions. PTD only based on this risk is restricted to two months.

1.3. The use of alternatives

While no statistical data is available, estimates of practitioners on the share of suspects released with “more lenient measures” (cases decided by the judge) range from 5 to 15 percent. Their application is a regular practice with juveniles, but they are used rather seldom with adults. § 173 CCP lists a non-exhaustive list of “lenient” measures. Mostly, combinations of non-custodial alternatives in form of pledges/obligations are ordered. Regular orders to seek employment or to take up employment as well as medical/therapeutic treatment are
considered useful. Preliminary probation is rarely ordered for adults but often for juveniles. Different to the legal situation in Germany, PTD is not suspended in cases of the application of alternatives. If alternatives apply, the court refrains from ordering PTD, instead ordering alternative measures.

**The rather reluctant use** was reflected in the interviews. Though the view of practitioners on less severe measures varies considerably, most of them focussed on limits and problems rather than on qualities and advantages. Above all, it was regularly stressed that non-custodial alternatives must effectively meet the assumed risks. In most cases, alternative measures are not considered apt to do so. Especially with the risk of re-offending, chances to counter the risk with alternative measures were often explained to be very limited. Restrictions addressed often were a lack of effectiveness, along with problems to monitor or control them properly, but also time pressure during the pre-trial proceedings and the workload it entails. At the time of the first decision, the information available on the social situation, on the place of living, and on other aspects possibly relevant for the application of alternative measure was said to often not suffice to support release. Later, when more information is available, it was regularly said that the circumstances and the suggested alternative measures would not fulfil the requirements. With the flaws of alternative measures predominantly highlighted, **PTD appears to represent the “safe side”**.

Difficulties to apply alternative measures became especially visible with respect to foreign-national suspects. Constraints on the use of lenient measures, for instance, arise from the legal status of foreigners (e.g. no access to the labour market) and/or from a lack of residency in Austria. Also, language barriers were mentioned to be a factor largely excluding some measures, like preliminary probation.

1.4. **The actors involved**

**Prosecutors** are the inducing actors, who initiate the processes by requesting PTD. This role appears to be connected to a tendency to favour PTD although prosecutors on principle also have to pursue exculpatory factors. Once the decision to apply for pre-trial detention is made, they also tend to be in favour of its extension during the course of the proceedings. This impression was nurtured by indications that prosecutors mostly tend towards “the safe side”, which, according to their understanding, regularly means detention. Another observation supporting this is the fact that the representatives of the prosecution “automatically” bring in applications for an extension of PTD at detention hearings. In the interviews, this approach was legitimized by the procedural division of labour, with the judge being responsible for an evaluation of the application and for the decision. Still the prosecution does also fulfil a filtering function. They themselves stress that they carefully assess the information provided by the police, regularly filtering out cases brought forward by the police which, to their assessment, do not justify PTD.
Judges mostly follow the applications of the prosecution. When questioned about this fact, judges explained that the applications would mostly be well grounded. Both judges and, especially, prosecutors referred to a high level of shared assessments. All in all, the professional relationship between these professional groups appears mostly rather harmonic. Attorneys view prosecutors and judges as too close, indicating that the procedural safeguard based on the system of application and decision making may be weakened thereby.

The defence counsellors consider themselves the actors involved in PTD cases who have to ascertain fair procedures and limited use of PTD. They, however, also assess their chances as being restricted: Despite the principal right of suspects to ask for the presence of an attorney during the first interrogations at the police and at the court, in most cases counsellors are only involved in PTD cases rather shortly before the first detention hearing. Chances to successfully file complaints against PTD decisions were assessed to be limited.

Counsellors are also the ones whose initiative is generally expected when it comes to the question of alternative measures. The experts reviewed the performance of attorneys in this respect to be often improvable. On the one hand, short notice and often little time available were said to make it difficult to check the options and to prepare and organize alternative measures. On the other hand, attorneys were said to need more creativity with respect to possible alternatives. No generalizable differences were reported by the questioned experts with respect to the quality of representations of state paid and of privately paid attorneys – estimations refer to state paid attorneys being active in about 90 percent of all PTD cases. The fact that the system of legal aid regularly obliges attorneys without experience in criminal matters to represent in such cases, however, was regularly criticised by all groups of experts.

1.5. Procedural aspects and legal safeguards

Prosecutors and judges consider the time from apprehension till the first decision on PTD mostly sufficient to prepare decisions (48 hours until the transfer to prison and for the application and another 48 hours for the first interrogation and the decision on PTD). Still, sometimes the basis for the decision – normally provided by the police – may be only a thin file. Judges say that fundamental requirements with respect to the suspicion and to the grounds for detention have to be fulfilled, otherwise a suspect has to be released. For the first decision, however, some uncertainties were explained to be acceptable, considering possible dangers and the fact that a review will already take place after 14 days.

In cases of PTD, suspects have to be represented by defence counsellors. At the first interrogations at the police and before the court, before PTD is ordered, the suspect is entitled to have a counsellor present. However, in practice, this is reported to be the exception. With the beginning of 2017 new regulations supposedly improving early legal advice and representation were introduced. At the time of the interviews there apparently were still organizational problems in this respect. Suspects were, for instance, said to often be unclear about the costs of “first legal aid”. Late in 2017 however a quadruple increase of the use of the newly
introduced first legal information via phone was reported by the Ministry of Justice. Considering the importance of an effective early access to a lawyer for suspects, developments in this context should be subject to further evaluation. Among judges and prosecutors, early representation of suspects is not uniformly viewed positively. Sceptics are afraid that this may primarily lead to suspects remaining silent, which would not always be an advantage for the suspect. Counsellors, on the other hand, stress the importance of early representation for the suspect as well as for ensuring the standards of the rule of law.

With the first decision on PTD it seems that suspects are rather released without any order, or kept in custody, than released on conditions. Once PTD has been ordered it is likely to be continued. Repeals were reported to primarily take place because of substantial changes concerning the suspicion or the grounds for detention, which would not happen often. Attorneys criticize this practice, talking about an “automatism” of continuing PTD.

Exchange of information on possibilities to apply alternative measures between counsellors and the judiciary, as well as preparations in this respect were explained to mostly take place outside the courtroom between hearings. If prosecution and court agree on release on non-custodial measures, the release regularly takes place immediately without a hearing. Detention hearings appear to be above all formal requirements, which are rarely concluded with a release of the suspect. Despite critique, the practitioners consider detention hearings important procedural events which, if nothing else, highlight detention periods.

All experts questioned confirmed efforts towards a speedy process in cases involving PTD to be general practice. In this context, a few judges and prosecutors explained it was better to realize a speedy process than releasing a suspect who then had to return to prison to serve the sentence. Attorneys opposed this approach, highlighting the negative effects of PTD. They particularly criticized the practice that suspects are often kept in PTD until the end of the trial to be released after the verdict with a sentence adapted to the time spent in PTD.

Complaints against PTD decisions were reported to be rather seldom. Judges and prosecutors viewed this fact to express a largely well-functioning practice. Counsellors, on the other hand, viewed this fact critically. They themselves, however, explained to only file complaints against PTD if there is a good chance to succeed. Otherwise, the risks connected to a complaint would be too high. The counsellors are for instance afraid the higher court could make statements on the suspicion which could have negative impacts on the verdict. The prevailing PTD practice in the different districts guided and strengthened by the rulings of the higher regional courts was described to leave little chance for complaints questioning this practice. In the end, PTD appears to be questioned too seldom. Judges mostly go along with the applications of the prosecutors and attorneys rarely file complaints, not least because of their knowledge about the prevailing practice and an assessment of little chance to succeed. This way not only a control option remains seldom used, but also a tool serving a legal culture directed at a continuing development. Considering e.g. the rather wide discretion judges have, some more conflict orientation seems recommendable for the development of the legal system as well as for the quality control.
1.6. European Aspects

European dimensions were rarely referred to in the interviews. The European Arrest Warrant (EAW) was described to work well by now, as was the judicial cooperation with other countries in this context. Nevertheless, the EAW was also assessed to not guarantee that a suspect will be present for trial. Cross-border cooperation in general was explained to work well with countries with traditionally close cooperation, like Germany. The overall experiences reported on international cooperation also with other European countries differ considerably. Mostly, cross-border cooperation was explained to be rather cumbersome.

Most of the interviewed practitioners did not know about the European Supervision Order. Some practitioners commented positively on the option. The prevalent reactions however were sceptical, quickly referring to administrative and bureaucratic burdens which would go along with the implementation: needs for translation, lack of direct contacts to institutions involved, hassle and problems if a suspect would not appear for the trial, etc. Furthermore, different standards within the European Union with respect to the judicial systems as well as with respect to supporting measures and their availability were among the expressed concerns. All in all, judges and prosecutors largely questioned the practicability of supervision measures ordered to be carried out in other countries.

1.7. The vignette

The case vignette discussed with the experts in all participating countries showed the strong orientation of Austrian PTD law and practice along preventive considerations, based on a practical example. Regularly, the practitioners quickly asked for additional information on the prior conviction. Assuming a prior conviction because of a similar offence (another burglary), most practitioners voted in favour of detention. Regularly, the social situation of the suspect was discussed, for instance, referring to unemployment being a factor potentially strengthening an assumption of a risk of reoffending, because of a lack of regular income. At the same time unemployment was considered a possibility for an alternative measure, for instance, including an order to take up or to seek for employment.

Assuming the prior conviction was because of another kind of offence, for instance because of an assault, the judges and prosecutors quite uniformly denied a justification for PTD.

---

3 A 23 year old male is suspected of burglary in a house at 3 o’clock at night, while the house-owners and their 4 year old daughter were sleeping upstairs. He got into the house by cutting the window in the front door to unlock it. The next morning, the owners discovered that precious jewellery, a laptop and money, altogether worth 3,000 euro, was stolen. The police identified the suspect from CCTV recordings. The suspect is currently unemployed and was sentenced two years ago to a cso/conditional sentence (depending on the national situations). Apparently, he is living with his parents.
2. Belgium

Eric Maes and Alexia Jonckheere with collaboration of Magali Deblock and Michiel Praet

In this briefing paper we summarize some results of the DETOUR-project as it was conducted in Belgium in 2016-2017. The findings presented in this paper are mainly based on research carried out within work streams 1 and 2 which concern the analysis of legislation, a literature review, an analysis of available statistical data, court observations and case file analysis (WS1), and expert interviews with actors from different fields (investigating judges and judges from investigative courts, public prosecutors, defence lawyers and probation officers; WS2).

After a brief introduction on Belgium and its state structure and a succinct overview of the current legal framework of pre-trial detention and alternatives for it, we continue with a discussion of some main research findings, with a focus on the question of dilemmas of pre-trial supervision and the role different actors play in this respect.

2.1. About Belgium

Belgium is a federal state, composed of three communities divided mainly according to language (the Dutch-speaking Flemish Community, the French-speaking French Community and the German-speaking community) and three regions that aspired to gain economic autonomy (the Flemish Region, the Brussels Capital Region, and the Walloon Region). Issues such as Justice and Home Affairs are the competence of the federal state, with some exceptions, like the probation services (since 1 January 2015 this is at the discretion of the Communities). The probation services are in charge of executing sentences in the community. In this way, the implementation of custodial measures that can be applied in the pre-trial stage fall within the federal state (organisation of the judiciary and prison service), whereas the execution of alternative measures belongs to the competence of the Communities.

On 1 January 2016, Belgium’s population was 11,267,910. In 2015, the population density was 363 people per km², although Flanders (north) is much more densely populated than Walloonia (south). More than 1 million inhabitants do not have the Belgian nationality, with French nationals as the largest group, followed by Italians, Dutch, Moroccans, and Poles.

2.2. Legal framework

Criminal proceedings are laid out in the Code of Criminal Procedure. Since 1990, pre-trial detention has been subject to separate legislation, contained in the Pre-Trial Detention Act (of 20 July 1990). In principle, and in most cases, a criminal case is opened for any offence known to the public prosecutor. After receiving the initial police report of the offence, the
public prosecutor can decide to conduct the investigations with the assistance of the police (a process called ‘information’ or ‘opsporingsonderzoek’). Another option is to refer the case to an investigating judge (‘juge d’instruction’ or ‘onderzoeksrechter’). In this case, an instruction (‘instruction judiciaire’ or ‘gerechtelijk onderzoek’) is opened and investigations take place under the responsibility of the investigating judge and the judicial council (‘chambre de conseil’ or ‘raadkamer’), a special chamber of the district court in first instance. If the prosecutor requests special measures (e.g. arrest warrant), he must ask to open an instruction. Following police arrest, there are two main kinds of coercive measures that the investigating judge can apply: pre-trial detention under arrest warrant (detention in prison or at home under electronic monitoring) and alternative measures (financial bail and/or release under probationary conditions).

Under Belgian law, coercive measures are only possible when ‘serious indications of guilt’ are present, when it is ‘absolutely necessary for public security’, and when the criminal offence is punishable with a prison sentence of one year or more. If the possible maximum sentence for the offence does not exceed 15 years of imprisonment (except in terrorist cases: 5 years), remand in custody or alternatives have to be based on additional grounds (risk of recidivism, absconding, collusion or destroying evidence).

Before the arrest warrant can be issued, the suspect must be heard by the investigating judge and is entitled to a lawyer. There is no absolute maximum length of remand custody but a judicial review of the order for pre-trial detention takes place regularly. The measure of release under conditions has a maximum length of 3 months, renewable every 3 months.

2.3. Current debates

New legislation is and has been discussed, first of all with the adoption by the Belgian Parliament of a law proposal to amend the Constitution and extend the period of police arrest (from 24h) to 48h. And, in his Justice Plan of March 2015 the Minister of Justice (Koen Geens) announced a profound revision of the system of pre-trial detention: replacing pre-trial detention in certain cases with electronic monitoring at home, in other cases, and, where pre-trial detention in prison would remain possible, limiting its duration, or more, subjecting the prolongation of pre-trial detention to a special motivation obligation by the court. A very recent proposal of an expert group, working on the revision of criminal procedures, to install so-called ‘quota’ or a maximum prison capacity for pre-trial detainees led to lively debates in the Belgian Parliament and provoked a lot of media coverage and (critical) reactions from the judiciary and academics. Current discussions on criminal policy are highly influenced by phenomena of radicalisation and terrorism, but also by the problem of prison overcrowding. Bad living conditions in often old-fashioned and overcrowded prisons result in convictions by the European Court of Human Rights, explicit disapproval in CPT-reports and public statements (e.g. the public statement of 13 July 2017, European Committee for the Prevention of Torture), and causes problems for international co-operation (e.g. refusal of foreign EU-member States to extradite national suspects to Belgium).
In the past, especially since the turn of the century, other Ministers of Justice also thought about measures to reduce pre-trial detention, often inspired by initiatives abroad. So, for example, ideas considered were: strengthening the ‘eligibility threshold’ for application of pre-trial detention (from one to three years; Marc Verwilghen), establishing a list of offences for which pre-trial detention could no longer be imposed (or the opposite; ‘negative’ vs. ‘positive’ list), limiting the maximum length of pre-trial detention (Marc Verwilghen/Laurette Onkelinx), introducing electronic monitoring as an alternative for pre-trial detention (Jo Vandeurzen/Stefaan De Clerck), and extending the period of police arrest (from 24h to 48h, or even to 72h). Whilst some of these proposals were transformed into legislation (e.g. the extension of the arrest period from 24h to 48h, and electronic monitoring as option for an arrest warrant), other ideas were not, probably because they were not ‘socially acceptable’ and/or ‘politically achievable’.

2.4. **Back to the nineties: finally, a successful recipe?**

Even prior to now, policy makers searched for solutions for the ‘overuse’ of pre-trial detention. Almost 25 years before electronic monitoring became operational (per 1 January 2014) and decades after the introduction of financial bail as an alternative option, in 1990 a new alternative for pre-trial detention was born, the so-called ‘liberty or release under conditions’. The question arises as to whether, almost 30 years later, the main goal of this legislative reform – to limit the use of pre-trial detention – has been attained. When analysing the available data, it seems that the mission was not accomplished, on the contrary! During 2014, an average of 3,625 inmates stayed in Belgian prisons (incl. minors) in pre-trial detention. At the end of 2014, 2,479 persons were followed up by Justice Houses (probation service) because of a measure of release under conditions, and 105 detainees underwent pre-trial detention in the form of electronic monitoring. In total, this means that more than 6,200 persons experienced one or another kind of ‘judicial supervision’, awaiting a final sentence. Figures about persons released on financial bail or who only needed to comply with regulatory conditions controlled by the police (without any involvement of probation officers) are not available. Therefore, the global picture still implies a certain underestimation. For comparison, in 1990, when release under conditions and electronic monitoring did not yet exist, there were ‘only’ 1,800 suspects in Belgian prisons. So, in almost 30 years the total number of persons under judicial supervision before the final trial has more than tripled.

The annual number of committals to prison and placements under community supervision (‘release under conditions’) within the framework of pre-trial detention (supervised by the Justice Houses), amounts, in 2014, to more than 11,600 confinements and more than 5,000 new ‘release under conditions’-orders (compared to 600 mandates in the year 1995). A similar tendency can be found with respect to the use of imprisonment and community punishment in many European jurisdictions during 1990-2010 (see Aebi, Delgrande & Marguet, 2015).
2.5. **Evolutions and practices of alternatives to pre-trial detention**

On first sight, it may appear surprising that – without a substantial increase of overall crime rates – the ‘alternatives’, and especially ‘release under conditions’ strongly increase, while (pre-trial) detention remains ‘popular’ too. However, various statements can be made to this respect from within the Belgian context.

Shifts in social sensitivity, expectations of the public (together with the rise of social media) and sometimes highly critical reporting by traditional media puts pressure on and/or effectively affect public prosecutor’s policies. Regular settlement of cases on the level of the public prosecution may become less used, at least where it concerns specific criminal phenomena (e.g. intra-familial violence, hit-and-run), thereby favouring referral for judicial instruction with requests for pre-trial detention. That public prosecutors themselves propose alternatives, remains an exception, in the further course of the criminal proceedings (at judicial review hearings), after an investigating judge has already (initially) decided to issue an arrest warrant.

As a possible explanation for the large number of arrest warrants, magistrates also indicate a potentially greater sensitization and willingness to report by victims of specific offences (sex offences, intra-familial violence,…), an increasing degree of illumination through progress in forensic and criminal investigation techniques, and changes in the nature of crime (e.g. more international and organised character, namely in case of human trafficking, drug production and traffic, property crimes). Notwithstanding the strongly criticized policy towards ‘short term’ prison sentences (non-execution, conversion into electronic monitoring, ‘liberal’ use of provisional release schemes,...) is and should not be a reason to use pre-trial detention as a kind of ‘pre-sentence’ or ‘short punishment’, this can indirectly impact on pre-trial decisions: using pre-trial detention as a (incapacitating) means of calling a halt, at least for a while, to re-offending suspects who normally would be in jail. And, according to some, a short period of pre-trial detention may also have a positive, educational, and dissuasive effect, in particular for young first-offenders (‘short sharp shock’-detention).

Lawyers will usually argue that pre-trial detention is still used too often, that the criterion of absolute necessity for public safety is (often) barely or not motivated at all, that the debate on serious indications of guilt is sometimes insufficiently conducted, and/or that criteria of risk on recidivism and absconding is being addressed too easily or flexible. On the other hand, defence lawyers themselves also contribute to a certain kind of net-widening-effect. In their defence strategy, they do not longer ask for a ‘release without conditions’ but plea for the imposition of ‘alternatives’, as they also seem to experience that those ‘old habits’ are ‘not done’ anymore at these current times. Often, they use the stricter electronic monitoring-option to convince indecisive, hesitating magistrates and avoid prison for their client (‘out is out, whatsoever how’); in some cases, this also works...

Despite the fact that alternative measures are often pleaded and imposed, they are usually granted after a period of pre-trial detention in prison. As research in some (Walloon) judicial
districts shows, 60-80 per cent of the ‘release under conditions’-measures are preceded by detention. One of the main reasons for this is that it is not always easy to put alternatives into practice, due to structural obstacles. This concerns, *inter alia*, the lack of adequate extra-mural mental health and social care services in some regions, not enough capacity, long waiting lists, difficulties to organise intake interviews with pre-trial detainees, some suspects not asking for treatment or being difficult to ‘motivate’, problems with (native) language, strict exclusion criteria towards clients with multiple problems, towards justice clients in general, or more specific for pre-trial detainees, rejection because not yet being convicted and still being presumed innocent.

Electronic monitoring in turn, formally no alternative but an execution modality of an arrest warrant, has so far certainly been much less popular than the measure of ‘freedom or release under conditions’. In Belgium, the application of electronic monitoring remains limited. In 2016, 800 suspects were placed under electronic monitoring, compared with more than 10,000 arrest warrants with detention in prison. Also, the variation in practices between judicial districts is remarkable. In Flanders, it is often used in Antwerp and Limburg, but scarcely in West- and East-Flanders, and Leuven. In the Walloon region, electronic monitoring is concentrated in Hainaut and Liège, with almost no application in Namur and Luxembourg. There are several reasons why electronic monitoring in the pre-trial stage is barely used. Some magistrates are not so familiar with this measure, especially its technological (im)possibilities, there is no pro-active publicity campaign from the monitoring centres towards prosecutors and judges, there may be fear for (and experience with) additional administrative caseload, and serious doubts arise with respect to the ability to effectively prevent risks of recidivism, absconding and/or collusion (with prison as the most ‘secure’ solution).

Although the same applies to ‘freedom or release under conditions’, this latter measure offers more space to work “appealing”, pro re-integration and with an explicit aim to reduce re-offending. This ascribed more added value makes ‘release under conditions’ more attractive, both to defence lawyers and judges. The very ‘strict’ regime of electronic monitoring (almost comparable to a ‘24-hour home detention’, i.e. with very restricted possibilities to leave the assigned place of residence) does not only severely limit its scope of application, but also does not leave any place for individualisation and proportional allocation: no possibility to work, to shop or to bring kids to school, which heavily affects the lives of suspects and their families (cf. ‘pains of electronic monitoring’). While some advocate more flexibility, others argue that it is the only measure that resembles ‘real detention’ and therefore is considered as a way of serving pre-trial detention, and not an ‘alternative’.

The situation of foreign nationals without permanent stay in the country demands special attention, as their presence on the territory is often seen as one of the major ‘causes’ of the frequent use of pre-trial detention (executed in prison). Not only do 44.8 per cent of the total prison population and more than 55 per cent of the remand population consist of non-Belgian citizens, a lot of people in this latter category do not have a regular place of residence in Belgium. In 2013, 34 per cent of the remand prisoner population did not dispose of a right to reside on the territory. This population is barely seen as eligible for ‘release under conditions’,
and the same applies for electronic monitoring. Having a fixed residence in Belgium is often considered as a pre-condition for electronic monitoring, and release (under conditions) seems difficult to reconcile with a residence status to which risks of absconding or flight are associated, it appears to be contradictory to decisions of other authorities in the field of immigration policy, and also, international tools such as the European arrest warrant are seen as inappropriate and inadequate in this respect. The question arises as to whether – the very recent transposition into domestic law of – the European Supervision Order can bring a solution. For the moment, only financial bail (often considerable amounts of money) is sometimes used (as anticipated punishment?), but mostly after a period of detention.

2.6. Critical comments on alternatives

‘Alternatives’ to pre-trial detention, such as ‘release under conditions’, are not without any criticism, although suspects – after a quick and immediate judicial response to their acts – might be motivated to change their situation, bearing in mind eventually more favourable sentencing outcomes. The ‘alternatives’ do not seem to have their intended effects on the extent of the prison population, neither general nor remand. In addition, other critical questions about alternatives arise.

Often, a lot of and diverse types of conditions are imposed, and in recent years there is a tendency of an ‘aggravation’ of conditions. Many conditions have a therapeutic and/or even repressive/punitive intention. Sometimes ‘alternatives’ resemble ‘real’ probation measures (as imposed when there is no single doubt of guilt anymore), and thus starting from the point of view of a “presumption of guilt”.

And, even though measures of ‘release under conditions’ can only be imposed if they meet the same legal criteria as pre-trial detention (and electronic monitoring), usually they are initially imposed for longer periods of time, frequently renewed, and, in consequence, on average last longer than pre-trial detention. This happens without the period of the ‘alternative’ being deducted from the final (prison) sentence, without regularly reviewing its necessity as it is done with respect to pre-trial detention decisions, and without allowing for compensation in case of inappropriate use (in contrast to ‘inappropriate detention’).

Is there a future for less pre-trial detention even without alternatives...? Quo vadis? A real dilemma, because... must the ‘alternatives’ not also remain an ‘ultimum remedium’?
3. Germany

Christine Morgenstern, Eva Tanz

3.1. Pre-trial detention in a nutshell

In German law, Untersuchungshaft (literally: “investigation detention”) is the deprivation of liberty of an untried or not yet finally convicted person. Its legal bases are the German constitution (Grundgesetz = Basic Law, BL) and sec. 112-130 of the Code of Criminal Procedure (Strafprozessordnung).

Pre-trial detention (PTD) can be preceded by a temporary detention (“preliminary arrest”, vorläufige Festnahme) by the police of a maximum of 48 hours. According to German law and doctrine, the main objectives of pre-trial detention are to ensure the public right to a thorough investigation of a crime, to ensure criminal proceedings according to the rule of law, and – if applicable – to ensure the execution of the sentence. Nevertheless, the prevention of new (serious) crimes is also accepted as one objective of pre-trial detention, although the preventive aim is incoherent in the system, in particular regarding the presumption of innocence.

The only way to supervise a suspect or accused in the community - and as such the only “alternative” to pre-trial detention - is the suspension of an arrest warrant (Haftverschonung, sec. 116 CCP). Normally, the warrant is suspended under conditions and obligations such as providing a financial surety, reporting to the police regularly etc. In these cases, the judge always has to comply with the requirements for PTD and must first issue an arrest warrant. Only if these prerequisites are met, s/he can – and because of the principle of proportionality de jure must - release the suspect or accused under certain conditions. This mechanism rather results in a reduction of the time in detention than in avoiding custody from the start.

Since the political reunification of the two German states in 1990, the number of prisoners has seen quite some variation, depicted in fig. 1.
The early 1990s were marked by sharply increasing figures. The overall number of detained persons almost continuously rose until 2004, peaking at about 81,000 detainees, and reaching its low in March 2013 with 63,317. The number of remand prisoners hit a turning point already in the mid-1990s and descended slowly, but steadily until 2011. Peaking in 1994 with about 21,700 remand prisoners, the number had been halved twenty years later (31 August 2013: 10,560 as the lowest number since the reunification). The share of pre-trial detainees then fell below 17%. Since then, we find increases – a moderate of 1.7% regarding the overall numbers, a more expressive one in regard to pre-trial detainees (31 March 2016: 13,389, representing an increase of 20.4% within three years). The remand share now is 21%.

As illustrated in fig. 1 this development cannot be explained easily by the crime rates that – at least when looking at all crimes – has been relatively stable.

For a few years now, foreigners outnumber Germans in pre-trial detention – statistics on this group, however, are not included in the official data collection (Strafvollzugsstatistik), therefore we have to use different sources, and partly own surveys. While in 2008 43% of all pre-trial detainees were foreigners, the number was 53% in 2013 (and again has slightly risen since, as far as we can see from regional data). Considerable regional disparities exist (from 20% in Thuringia to 76% in Hamburg in 2013). The same development can be seen for EU nationals in PTD, whose share rose from 15% in 2008 to 26% in 2013. This is in contrast to considerably lower percentages of foreigners among sentenced prisoners (in March 2015 only 25%), among suspects (in 2015 25.7%), and among convicted persons (in 2014 26%).

For many years, the only reform project for pre-trial detention legislation aimed at strengthening the procedural rights of suspects. Most importantly, since 2010, a defence lawyer (paid by the state, if necessary) is obligatory in all cases where remand detention is actually enforced. Secondly, the right of the defence to inspect files was strengthened.

---

**Figure 1:** Context data, indexed for 1995, 1995-2015

![Graph showing the number of convicted prisoners and pre-trial detainees from 1992 to 2016](image)

Source: Own calculations based on data by Statistisches Bundesamt 2016 (Strafvollzugsstatistik) and the Bundeskriminalamt (Polizeiliche Kriminalstatistik) and earlier.
In our research we have observed detention hearings in Berlin and analysed a few files to prepare our interviews. We interviewed 12 judges, 8 public prosecutors, 10 defence lawyers and 3 prison staff mainly in Berlin and Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, a few also in Northrine-Westfalia and Hamburg.

3.2. Reasons to detain, and decision-making

Sec. 112 (1) CCP holds two cumulative prerequisites for pre-trial detention: There needs to be a strong (literally an “urgent” or “exigent”) suspicion (dringender Tatverdacht) that the suspect committed the alleged offence, and there needs to be a ground to remand him or her (Haftgrund). Sec. 112-113 CCP lists four grounds to order pre-trial detention:

- flight or the risk of absconding (Flucht, Fluchtgefahr),
- the risk of obscuring evidence (Verdunkelungsgefahr),
- the risk of repeating or continuing a listed offence of a (relatively) serious nature (Wiederholungsgefahr),
- the gravity of the offence (Schwere der Tat) in cases of very serious allegations, mainly capital offences.

The first ground mentioned, namely the risk of absconding, dominates the practice – this can be seen from the statistics (93% of all detention orders = arrest warrants are based on it) and was confirmed by our interview partners. Sometimes, and obviously dependent on the region and the share of foreigners among suspects, the risk of repetition also played a role. When reflecting the reasons for this dominance of the “risk of flight”, some interview partners hinted at the legal construction that make this ground the easiest to operate. Indeed, the legal prerequisites for the risk of repetition are more elaborate and the risk of tampering with evidence often is harder to prove factually. Behind this traditional dominance also stands the overriding aim of securing that the trial can take place:

“So, in first instance it secures the trial and in second instance the execution of the sentence. This means, when I have to fear that somebody will not come at all to the trial, that can have any result, I principally have to keep him here”. (interview 15, judge)

While it was explicitly acknowledged by some of our interview partners that the expected sentence may not be the sole argument to base a decision on, it nonetheless plays a central role when the risk of flight is considered – once a “perceptible” sentence is expected, the assumption is that the suspect would try to avoid it. When asked for thresholds, very diverse answers were given ranging from 6 months (“you can try it”, interview 8, Public Prosecutor) to 5 years (“almost impossible to avoid PTD”, several respondents). Often the threshold seems to be an enforceable prison sentence – in Germany only prison sentences of up to two years can be suspended. Such a huge range of different assessments of a sentence severe enough to stimulate flight is an indicator for an incoherent and somewhat irrational judicial practice.
The expected sentence also was considered with regards to **proportionality** – this, however, often does not play a role, even for minor offences, for socially marginalised suspects that are repeat offenders; here, shoplifting often also leads to PTD (or a particular speedy procedure, at least in Berlin).

**Previous convictions** play a role in so far as they may increase the expected sentence.

With regards to the **personal circumstances** that may trigger or hinder PTD, housing – a permanent address – was the main factor considered. Stable family bonds and employment or education were additionally mentioned as stabilising factors (and, if missing, as indicators for the risk of absconding).

**Foreign nationals** do not **per se** run a greater risk of being detained, but the risk of absconding is always linked to stable living conditions in Germany. Therefore, certain subgroups often cannot avoid detention: so-called travelling offenders, those with insecure residence status or those who are already illegally residing, and, due to recent events and political/media pressure, certain groups of young men coming from Northern Africa and/or Arab countries (also depending on regional particularities such as problematic hot spots, for example for drug crimes).

German nationals with **contacts abroad** (bank accounts or second homes) would also be detained because of the risk of flight, usually in more serious cases of economic crimes.

Lawyers pointed out that the risk of flight is grossly overstated:

“... maybe 10% of all people that actually are taken into custody because of a risk of flight would actually abscond ... most of the people do not go into hiding, because flight is an unbelievable stress. Financially, the fewest have the possibility... simply not being at home is permanent anxiety, most people can’t stand this.” (interview 5, lawyer)

Drug addiction is a feature often mentioned with regards to PTD practice, while the problem of a rising number of mentally ill suspects, discussed in the literature, was only recognised by some interview partners. They, however, pointed out that it is an “exploding problem” (interview 26, lawyer) and very difficult to handle for an unaware and understaffed judicial system.

### 3.3. Avoiding PTD – the use of alternatives

Usually, our interview partners did not want to estimate how many of the arrest warrants, to their experience, are **suspended**, but some at least were able to give rough assessments: While they agreed that this usually happens **rarely in the first hearing** after the initial arrest, it happens more often in later review hearings – between 20% to 40% according to personal impressions by our respondents. Some reported a tendency that these suspensions happen more often than some years ago and that there is a chance for defence lawyers to successfully argue for such a suspension **earlier** than before, namely in the first detention review that takes place usually after two to three weeks.
There was great consensus among all interview partners that the defence lawyers, in most cases, are the ones who start the discussion about suspending the sentence and possible conditions. These conditions, in most of the cases, include obligations to report to the police, usually weekly. Money bail is hardly used by our interview partners. Electronic monitoring is not used in Germany as a condition to a suspended arrest warrant, except in one Federal State (Hessen) that was not in our sample. Most interview partners said that they don’t miss that possibility, except for a few (but by far not all) lawyers that would welcome it.

One of the very clear results in our expert interviews was that most respondents assess that alternatives generally worked in their professional experience. We simply asked, ‘Does it work?’ (meaning the suspension under certain conditions), and most respondents clearly and shortly said something like "Yes, it does". That the lawyers may be very positive about this possibility was perhaps less a surprise, but also judges and public prosecutor said that the suspects generally fulfilled their obligations and also stood trial.

### 3.4. The actors

Constitutional and criminal procedural law attributes the responsibility for the detention decision to the detention judge (Haftrichter). This judicial decision, however, depends largely on the submissions of the public prosecution and the police. One interest of our research was to see how the different actors assessed their own role, influence, and responsibility in decision-making. In several interviews the respondents used the image of a system with several filters:

“The first preliminary test runs already with the police, which looks at what is going on, which direction it might take, which offence, is there a prison sentence in question or not. Then here with us at the prosecutor’s office, where really the course is almost set. And once again more careful, with more peace and quiet and with better information, which is prepared on the table, the judge. These are different filters, I always imagine that for me.” (interview 19, public prosecutor)

We asked, quite boldly, who actually dominates the decision-making process in (the initial phase of) detention matters, and the interview partners had to decide for one actor. Some tried to get around the question, but most of them gave an assessment. This varied to an astonishing degree, with most lawyers attributing the most influential and, in that sense, dominating role to the public prosecution. Several public prosecutors, and even some judges, agreed – the majority of judges, however, said that it was them who actually have and take the responsibility for the decision and therefore saw themselves as the dominating actors.

The suspect usually does not play an active role in the proceedings and hardly articulates him- or herself in the detention hearings.

The important role of the public prosecution has to do with their task in the early stage of the proceedings – according to the German CCP, the PP is the “master of the investigation”. Regarding the detention decision, the judges are dependent on the PP’s preparatory work.
and gathering of information, which in practice leads to a dependence on investigative work actually done by the police.

The role of the defence in pre-trial detention matters was strengthened with the reform in 2010: Only since then is a defence lawyer obligatory (and needs to be paid by the state, if necessary) in all cases where PTD is actually enforced. Further demands that a mandatory defence counsel should already be appointed when an arrest warrant is requested by the public prosecution were discussed in a more recent reform project, but were rejected. According to German law, however, suspects are entitled to seek advice and support by a defence counsel in any stage of the proceedings, so in some - but often not everyday street crime – cases, the suspect already has a lawyer quickly after the arrest regardless of a state appointment.

Since s/he often comes in only very shortly before the first detention hearing (if at all), the possibilities to influence this are very limited, as both lawyers ("we have little possibilities to define [the situation], we rather have possibilities to intervene", interview 20) and the other actors confirmed. They become more important during the detention phase, in particular with regards to review hearings.

All interview partners agreed that there are no quality differences between state-paid and privately paid lawyers in detention matters; rather, criticism targeted some unengaged and uninspired lawyers mainly interested in getting fees for, sometimes useless, review requests.

3.5. Procedural aspects, duration and review

There is a strict time limit on the first decision of a judge in a detention case: “Without delay”, but no later than at the end of the day after the arrest, the suspect must be brought before the judge. The judge then has to decide upon detention in two possible scenarios:

- In the first, a judicial arrest warrant already exists, often based on longer investigations, which means that a more or less substantial and voluminous case file is brought before the judge together with the suspect. In this scenario, a first judicial decision towards detention has been made, so usually it is a question of confirming this decision.

- The second scenario represents the situation that the suspect was preliminarily arrested by the police more or less directly after an alleged offence (sec. 128 CCP); according to empirical studies, this is the more frequent scenario. In our interviews it also played a greater role – either because the judges interviewed were particularly working as stand-by judges for these cases or the defence lawyers interviewed dealt with that kind of “ad-hoc clients”.

This means that our interview partners usually have to deal with situations in which a decision has to be made within a relatively short period of time and with usually only a thin file containing not much information.
The right to inspect files was strengthened with new provisions in the CCP in 2010. We hardly heard complaints in that regard – most lawyers said that they usually get the files without problems. It is important to know, however, that a formal request of getting access to the files is always necessary – this causes delays and is not a sensible requirement since all lawyers need the files for their work, as was acknowledged by all our respondents.

While we had the impression that file and paper work dominate the process, and also the decision-making, all interview partners said that there is a lot of informal communication – in the early phase of the proceedings between police and PP and later PP and judge, possibly with the result that requests for arrest warrants are declined because they are not substantiated in the eyes of the next decision-maker in the “decision-chain”. Once a lawyer is involved, s/he also communicates informally, mostly with PP, but also with judges. Sometimes the discussions are practical (files, information, hearing, and trial dates), sometimes cases are “negotiated” in a “consensual form of defending the client” (interview 9, lawyer).

A lot of deficits, however, were observed regarding the gathering of information, partly because responsibilities were unclear or shifted from one actor to the other:

“One of the facts that really make me unhappy personally is that detention matters are often operated with insufficient knowledge. Then positive circumstances are not considered because they have not been ascertained. ... this is the task for the court and the PP, to determine the facts. They have this duty ex officio to investigate positive aspects. ... I want to emphasise that it is not their [the lawyers’] job, but in the forensic reality it is the standard that if something is presented concerning the personal circumstances, it comes from the defence.” (Interview 13, judge)

The duration of PTD did not play a major role in our interviews, perhaps because, at least in Berlin, the street crime cases in the competence of the district court are usually proceeded quite speedily and certainly within the six-month time limit foreseen by the CCP. Some responses indicated that this is different in the ambit of regional courts where more complex cases are tried, in particular regarding serious economic crimes. The prison director we interviewed said that in his prison PTD lasts “rarely below 6 months”.

We observed, on the contrary, a new enthusiasm for speedy procedures, in particular regarding foreign suspects.

Several means may lead to a review of detention. They differ in the procedural form (written or oral), the frequency of use, and the state of proceedings. The most important are the application for a review of detention (sec 117 CCP et seq.) and the complaint against a remand decision sec 304 CCP et seq.). Both aim at either a revocation of the arrest warrant (sec. 120 CCP) or the suspension of its execution (sec. 116 CCP). The latter happens far more often, as has been indicated above – even if it sometimes is a “foul compromise” in cases where PTD could legally be challenged because either the suspicion is not strong enough or the facts do not properly justify a ground for detention. However, pragmatism reigns:
“The silver bullet is just to issue an arrest warrant and then to suspend with suitable conditions, then both sides are usually happy.” (interview 17, judge)

Also, one of the interviewed defence lawyers argued that neither for her nor for the client there is a big difference between the rejection of an arrest warrant or the suspension, as long as detention is avoided; at least not when the usual obligation to report to the police is the only condition attached, since this is not a very restrictive measure.

3.6. European aspects

Even if the European influence by the European Convention on Human Rights may be stronger in other countries, the convention is also consulted and implemented in domestic German criminal proceedings related to pre-trial detention. Due to the strong backup of the individual criminal procedural rights by the constitution and the jurisprudence of the FCC, the case law of the ECtHR is perceived as being of lesser importance. Nevertheless, the ECtHR has convicted Germany several times in recent years for breaches to the convention by law and practice of the pre-trial detention. The judgements related to the length of pre-trial detention and to the right to inspect files to ensure fairness in the review proceedings.

In the meantime, influence from the European Union on the national criminal procedure evolved, although the German attitude – of both scholars and the judiciary - towards such a development has been a seriously sceptical one for quite some time. The FCC, in particular, highlights the cultural, historical and linguistic imprint of penal law in its judgement concerning the Treaty of Lisbon. It even joins in with critical criminology (“governing through crime”) in pointing at the risk of criminal law being misused as a technical instrument for carrying out international cooperation. In spite of these fears, German law enforcement agencies in practice seem to have accepted the new possibilities of EU legislation, at least to some degree, and, for example, make use of the EAW rather briskly – this was confirmed by some of our respondents. Slowly, German courts also accept, at least where EU-citizens are concerned, that the fact that someone holds a foreign passport and lives abroad does not necessarily justify pre-trial detention because you can contact and summon him or her there – this however, was confirmed by only some respondents while others clearly indicated that it does not make a difference:

“[…] on every occasion you talk about a unified Europe, but when you look at detention judges’ decisions, you would find often enough arrest warrants saying ‘He does not have a fixed abode in the Federal Republic of Germany’ and then the court is not fussed about this person having in the neighbouring country Poland the same address for 20 years, because they are too lazy and too comfortable or too delicate to respect this and to get that information.” (interview 26, lawyer)

The European Supervision Order (ESO), however, aiming at facilitating pre-trial supervision in the community ‘at home’, was transposed into German legislation only with considerable
delay and has hardly been used in practice yet. Most of our respondents did not know it, only two had practical experience, both in Berlin and each in one single case.

3.7. Outlook

While the overall situation of PTD practice may not be alarming, we found several areas of concern and reasons to act – namely regarding detention thresholds and proportionality considerations, appointing a lawyer at an earlier stage, proper information gathering of the suspect’s personal situation, and speeding up the process of accessing files for lawyers.

PTD, however, is not very high on the agenda in German criminal policy discussions. Even despite considerably risen numbers of pre-trial detainees in the last three years, it currently does not seem to be perceived as a problem – only a few voices among the defence lawyers and even fewer among the judiciary try to raise awareness and promote reform. It is not likely that they will be heard.
4. Ireland

Mary Rogan, David Perry

4.1. Introduction

Semi-structured interviews were carried out with 26 participants, comprising judges, prosecution lawyers and defence lawyers. Ethical clearance was granted by Trinity College Dublin, School of Law. Interviews were transcribed and coded, with a thematic analysis employed.

4.2. Overall Reflections on the Bail Process

- Participants generally felt that the bail/pre-trial detention regime in Ireland was quite liberal, with priority given to the presumption of innocence and the right to liberty.
- The Irish Constitution has been interpreted to include a presumption in favour of bail. This was viewed as being influential in practice, and was taken seriously by prosecutors, defence practitioners and judges.
- Prosecutors, defence lawyers and judges tend to start out their analysis of whether or not bail should be granted from the position that bail ought to be granted.
- Bail is considered to be the norm in Ireland, with some special factors needed to merit pre-trial detention.
- Participants generally felt that bail practice had not changed considerably in Ireland over the past twenty years or so, but some did express concern that there may be more use of pre-trial detention in the future.
- Participants felt that there was a generally hostile media and political climate towards bail, particularly where burglary is concerned.
- Participants felt, generally, that judges were not influenced by this climate.

4.3. Basis for decision-making

- Participants noted that the police in Ireland have a lot of influence over the use of pre-trial detention as they can grant “station bail” at a very early stage of a criminal prosecution.
- Participants felt that the view of the police also has an effect on whether or not the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions will object to bail.
- Prosecutors felt that, while the view of the police was important, they would advise the police if the grounds for an objection to bail were very weak, and police objections would not be determinative.
- The legal framework for the use of pre-trial detention in Ireland, coming from the O’Callaghan case decided by the Supreme Court and section 2 of the Bail Act 1997
were viewed as the guiding principles for decisions on bail in Ireland. These are real
ground rules for the decision-making process, which all parties consider in their
work.

- The most important ground, in the view of participants, is whether or not the person
  will turn up for trial.
- The risk of offending while on bail, introduced as a ground by section 2 of the Bail
  Act 1997, was viewed as not having a major effect on the decisions concerning pre-
  trial detention.
- While the risk of offending ground was regularly made as an objection, it was not
  always made by prosecutors. Where it was made, it was felt that this was when the
  case was weak overall.
- It was felt that denial of bail on the grounds of a risk of offending was still quite unu-
  sual as the sole reason for the use of pre-trial detention, and such cases would prob-
  ably have been denied on the basis of the O’Callaghan principles anyway.
- Participants felt that the standard for a denial of bail on the grounds of a risk of of-
  fending was quite high, and difficult to prove.
- For most participants, the most important factor in decisions on whether or not to
  use pre-trial detention was the history of not turning up for trial previously (known
  as taking “bench warrants”).
- Prior history of committing offences on bail is also very influential.
- Less important than these two factors, but still relevant to the decision-making pro-
  cess, are: the seriousness of the charge; the length of time until the trial; and the
  strength of the evidence.
- Some participants felt that not having a stable address and being homeless meant it
  was much more likely that a person would be put into pre-trial detention, but others,
  including judges, disagreed.
- Being from outside Ireland and from a member state of the European Union was
  viewed as being a neutral factor, but there was a greater concern that the person was
  a flight risk in such cases. However, being from outside the European Union was
  viewed as making it more likely a person would be put in pre-trial detention. The
  European Arrest Warrant was cited as a key factor in this regard.
- Having no, or very few, connections with Ireland meant it was much more likely that
  the person would be put in pre-trial detention in the view of the participants.

4.4. **Less severe measures**

- The role of conditions attached to bail is very important in Ireland, and certain con-
  ditions are viewed as meaning that bail is more likely to be granted. Financial bail
  and an independent financial guarantee are viewed as highly persuasive. Having a
  place on a residential drug treatment programmes is also viewed as very important
  where there is evidence of addiction.
• There was a view that the standard conditions where bail is granted are: signing on regularly with the police, being subject to a curfew, being contactable by mobile phone, and staying away from certain areas or people. Many participants, especially defence practitioners, criticised a tendency to impose conditions which are unnecessary, and disproportionate. This was especially the case when there were strong objections to bail by the prosecution.

• There was a clear sense from prosecutors and defence lawyers that there was a good deal of variation amongst judges in their approach to bail in Ireland.

• The lack of electronic monitoring at the pre-trial stage was not viewed as a major problem in Ireland, with many participants saying that a police-monitored curfew and the requirement to be contactable by mobile phone amounted to the same thing.

• There were mixed views on whether electronic monitoring would be valuable. Some participants felt that it would lead to more granting of bail, and that defendants may seek electronic monitoring instead of bail. Others feared that most people would be subject to electronic monitoring, even when it wasn’t needed.

• Bail hostels were viewed with some caution. Participants acknowledged that they could assist where a person was homeless, but expressed concern that they might become quasi-prisons and that addressing the lack of housing in other ways should be a priority.

4.5. The role of the actors in the decision-making process

• It is the role of the prosecutor to object to bail on established legal grounds. There was evidence that prosecutors apply a kind of self-restraint in bail applications. Prosecutors do not object in every case, and will consent to bail if the objections are not strong enough to merit pre-trial detention. Consent to bail remains quite a widespread feature of Irish bail practice at the District Court level.

• Judges were viewed as having very wide discretion, within the legal guidelines.

• There were different views expressed as to who the dominant parties were in decisions on pre-trial detention. Many participants felt that the proceedings were quite evenly balanced.

• Defence lawyers play a very active role in decision-making concerning pre-trial detention. As well seeking to undermine the prosecution’s objections to bail, defence lawyers also play a key role in suggesting conditions which would alleviate the court’s concerns about granting a person bail.

• Probation staff are not formally involved at the pre-trial stage, but could be informally e.g. if a person was serving a sentence for another offence, or if a judge decided to adjourn the matter under supervision for a period.

• There were concerns expressed about more involvement by probation staff in the pre-trial process as this may erode the presumption of innocence. Resources were also considered to be insufficient at present.
Participants generally agreed, however, that matters such as drug addiction and mental health did require assistance at the pre-trial stage.

4.6. Practical Operation of Bail Hearings and Procedural Aspects

- Many participants referred to time pressure in preparing for a pre-trial detention hearing. Defence lawyers often had very little time to prepare; this was especially the case at the District Court level.
- Some judges felt that more information in advance of the case and time to consider the matter would also help their decision-making.
- There was also a burden on judges evident. The weight of responsibility was clearly felt by judges. There is also a concern that judges can do too many pre-trial detention hearings in a row, leading to fatigue and frustration.
- The possibility of review and appeal was an influential factor, and viewed as a constraining factor in the use of pre-trial detention. The possibility of appeal and review were considered important safeguards for liberty.
- Having legal representation paid for by the state where the defendant cannot afford it was also considered to be a very important protection.

4.7. European Aspects

- There was generally extremely low awareness of the European Supervision Order.
- There were interesting examples related of the Irish courts taking an informal approach to situations where a person needed to go back to another country. A kind of ‘shadow’ European Supervision Order seems to be in place for some cases, especially regarding Northern Ireland.
- Most participants felt that the European Supervision Order would be of benefit.
- Concerns expressed about the European Supervision Order included: questions of trust in the monitoring of conditions in other jurisdictions; confusion as to the responsible agency to deal with matters; and who would be responsible for varying conditions when changes needed to be made.
- Participants were very familiar with the European Arrest Warrant, and considered it to be working well. Participants felt its existence made it easier for EU nationals to obtain bail.
4.8. **The vignette**

- The majority of participants felt that pre-trial detention would not be ordered in this scenario. Many felt the chances of pre-trial detention were extremely low.
- Participants used the legal grounds to direct their reasoning.
- Most participants felt that the lack of a prior history of not turning up for trial was a very influential factor, and made it very likely that bail would be granted.
- Most participants felt that a risk of reoffending was not a strong ground in the case.
- The lack of a long record of prior criminal convictions was also considered to be a very influential factor.
- The offence was generally viewed as serious, but was usually outweighed by the lack of a history of failing to turn up for court.
- It was felt that the likely conditions which would be offered and ordered in this case were: a financial guarantee; a curfew; signing on; and staying away from the injured party.
- Strict conditions were viewed as a genuine alternative to pre-trial detention.
- A previous record of burglaries was viewed as making it more likely that bail would be denied, but many participants felt that this would not be determinative.
- Being a foreign national, especially an EU national, was not viewed as being especially decisive.
- Having a drug addiction was considered a factor making it more likely that bail would be denied, but this was not viewed as being especially decisive.

4.9. **Conclusion and future directions**

- The risk of not turning up for trial continues to be the most important ground on which pre-trial detention can be denied in Ireland.
- Concerns were expressed by many participants that Ireland may be becoming more in favour of pre-trial detention, and this was evident within political and media discourse.
- Participants felt that recent High Court practice was also leading to more denials of bail applications.
- More support for judges to share practice, to find out about international developments and educational opportunities were recommended.

---

4 A 23 year old male is suspected of burglary in a house at 3 o’clock at night, while the house-owners and their 4 year old daughter were sleeping upstairs. He got into the house by cutting the window in the front door to unlock it. The next morning, the owners discovered that precious jewellery, a laptop and money, altogether worth 3000 euro, was stolen. The police identified the suspect from cctv recordings. The suspect is currently unemployed and was sentenced two years ago to a cso/conditional sentence (depending on the national situations). Apparently, he is living with his parents.
5. Lithuania

Skirmantas Bikelis, Virgilijus Pajaujis

5.1. Lithuania in the context

In the DETOUR project, Lithuania is representative of Eastern European post-Soviet countries. These counties share two specific characteristics. First, they inherited a repressive legal culture focused on security and deterrence. Now they are in transition towards a pro-human rights approach, which is based on the principle of proportionality and promoted by the European Court of Human Rights. A substantial shift in professional attitudes and practices takes time; even generations. Legal reform can catalyse change in practice, but cannot bring immediate results. Lithuania still has the highest rate of imprisonment in the EU (278 per 100,000 inhabitants, 2015, SPACE) and one of the highest rates of detention (34 per 100,000 inhabitants; only lower than Hungary (38), Estonia (47) and Latvia (55), 2015, SPACE). Compared to other EU countries, the level of repression against the nationals in pre-trial detention is even higher in the light of the fact that foreign nationals make up only 3% of detainees in pre-trial detention (in Austria 73%, Belgium 67%, Germany 55%). However, positive indications of development towards the practice of detention as ultima ratio can be observed. From 2004 to 2016, the rates of detention decreased by 45%; from 38,2 to 21,1 detainees per 100,000 inhabitants (data from Ministry of Interior of Lithuania). The crime rate also dropped in the same period, although by a lesser 23,3%. Thus, a rather significant change in detention practices can be observed over the last thirteen years.

The second characteristic of most Eastern European countries is a very low inflow of foreign nationals, on one hand and a high (even ‘massive’) outflow of nationals, on the other. Due to the high rates of emigration, many suspects appear to have connections to foreign countries, in other words, are closely connected to a higher risk of abscondment. For suspects that are foreign nationals of the neighbouring states of Russia or Belarus, legal practitioners are even more sensitive to their abscondment risk owing to the fact that legal cooperation with their home state is complicated.

5.2. Basics of the legal framework

The Lithuanian Code of Criminal Procedure provides that provisional measures may be employed to secure the presence of the suspect during the proceedings, including the judicial hearing and execution of the judgment; to ensure unhindered pre-trial investigation; and to prevent the commission of new criminal acts.

The code provides an exhaustive list of the available measures: 1) pre-trial detention, 2) intense supervision (electronic monitoring), 3) house arrest, 4) obligation to live separately from or stay away from the victim, 5) financial bail, 6) obligation to report to the police, 7) commitment not to leave, 8) seizure of personal documents, 9) for a soldier-
observation/supervision by the command of the unit where he or she is doing his or her service and 10) for a minor–committal to the supervision of parents, guardians or foster parents or the administration of a children’s institution. More than one measure that is less severe than pre-trial detention (PTD) can be imposed simultaneously on a suspect.

The law directly declares PTD as ultima ratio, as it explicitly establishes that PTD may be applied only when more lenient alternatives are deemed to be insufficient. The law also provides that the court has a duty to provide a justification, upon deciding to apply PTD, which defends the decision and establishes that more lenient measures would be ineffective.

During the pre-trial investigation, the prosecutor plays a predominant role in the imposition of PTD measures. He or she has authority to decide to impose bail or other more lenient measures. On the other hand, PTD, intense supervision, house arrest and obligation to live separately, can only be imposed by the court, upon the request of the prosecutor. The court has the discretion to impose a less severe measure than the one requested by the prosecutor. Investigators have the authority to impose the least severe measures (LSM): obligation to report to the police, commitment not to leave and seizure of personal documents.

5.3. Overall reflections on recent developments

- A significant downward trend in the application for PTD was observed during the period between 2004 and 2016.
- These changes are not related to any legal reforms as no significant changes in relevant legislation have been made. The option to impose electronic monitoring was only introduced in April 2016.
- Lower rates of PTD may be due to a shift in professional (both prosecution and judicial) attitudes, towards a more liberal, human rights-based approach. As a result, the level of scrutiny imposed in the imposition of PTD may have increased in practise. Also, respondents have noted an abandonment (at least to some extent) of formerly common improper practices, including the use of detention for other than legal aims (e.g. to force suspect to confess or to punish him or her), the informal contacts between a prosecutor and a judge and the limitation of the right of the defence to receive all relevant case files.
- The shift in judicial and prosecutorial attitude might be explained by: (1) the steady promotion of high standards in the precedents of the ECHR and Lithuanian higher courts, the internal communication within prosecutorial organization and academic discourse and (2) the influx of the younger generation (educated in the light of contemporary human-rights-focussed standards) into the judicial and prosecution profession. The effective implementation of the European arrest warrant (EAW) system might also be a factor in facilitating more limited use of PTD because the EAW system lowers the risk that a suspect’s absconding could damage the interests of justice.
• Therefore, further institutional and academic promotion of PTD as ultima ratio, combined with the promotion of effective international cooperation, might further limit the imposition of PTD.

5.4. **Basis of decision making**

• The predominant justification for PTD depends on the category of the offence at issue. It is common that more than one justification for PTD is established. Overall, the risk of absconding is the most frequently cited ground for PTD.

• The risk of impeding the proceeding is the rarest justification for PTD in practice. This justification is interpreted in a very restrictive way; usually, an actual attempt to obscure evidence must be established. Our respondents differed in reports of whether the silence of a suspect, e.g. his or her failure to reveal the location of the stolen goods, can be used to prove an act that impedes the proceedings. Among judicial respondents, this was generally considered an invalid justification for PTD.

• In the vignette described below, a majority of both judges and prosecutors decided in favour of alternatives for PTD. They generally found no evidence of a substantial risk of abscondment (due to the suspect’s rather undeveloped social skills, dependent lifestyle and lack of connections abroad), re-offending (due to the long-time lapse since the previous, not serious offence), or obscuring the evidence. Also, the anticipated non-custodial sanction as well as the lack of prior imprisonment was important in the determinations.

• The respondents reported that strong justifications in favour of PTD include: the current offence’s similarity to previous offences, drug addiction in connection with multiple property offences and a record of absconding in previous proceedings. On the other hand, unemployment has not been deemed as a significant factor.

• The judge’s personal impression of the suspect’s motives and general social attitudes expressed during the hearing, appear to play an important role in the decision to implement PTD.

5.5. **Less severe measures substituting PTD**

• The professional mentality that ‘every suspect should receive a measure’ is still prevalent. We may assume that it stems from a couple of considerations: the belief that ‘every suspect naturally deserves a measure’, and the excessive hedging of the risks and from the possibility of reproach for failing to prevent those risks from occurring.

---

5 A 23 year old male is suspected of burglary in a house at 3 o’clock at night, while the house-owners and their 4 year old daughter were sleeping upstairs. He got into the house by cutting the window in the front door to unlock it. The next morning, the owners discovered that precious jewellery, a laptop and money, altogether worth 3000 euro, was stolen. The police identified the suspect from CCTV recordings. The suspect is currently unemployed and was sentenced two years ago to a cso/conditional sentence (depending on the national situations). Apparently, he is living with his parents.
These considerations result in very widespread and quasi-automatic application of the least severe measures, often without giving substantial justifications for why these measures are necessary. In addition, the overuse of the least severe measures (LSM) is facilitated by providing police investigators the authority to apply LSM.

- **We recommend restricting the authority to impose the LSM (except seizure of documents) to only prosecutors and the courts and promoting the importance of diligence in reviewing the necessity of the LSM.**

- The application for bail is mostly limited to suspects of ‘white collar crime’ and smuggling cases. Other suspects usually have no financial means or refuse to pay the substantial sums requested for the bail. Recommendations of the Prosecutor General provide that minimum standard bail should start at 1140 EUR. However, some prosecutors demand substantially higher minimum bail sums.

- In smuggling cases, where the suspects are foreign truck drivers, bail is a common alternative for PTD. The bail money is often used to guarantee the recovery of imposed fines. This relatively recent, but already common, practise provides a win–win situation, as it allows suspects to avoid PTD and the State to recover otherwise unrecoverable fines. The financial burden often is not an issue because the suspect often obtains the money from the owners of trucks or the owners of the smuggled goods.

- Some procedural complications (lack of pre-hearing communication between bail providers and the judge and also lack of a set timeframe to collect the requested sum for the bail) may hinder more frequent applications of bail. **Therefore, it is recommended that the law be amended to allow conditional PTD, i.e. a rule which would allow the automatic release of the suspect from detention as soon as the ordered sum of financial bail was paid.**

- Most respondents were sceptical about the use of house arrest. It is by far less effective than the PTD and is no more effective than the combination of LSM’s. In addition, it is more complicated for a prosecutor to arrange house arrest and it is more restrictive to a suspect when compared to other LSMs. Some practitioners believe that house arrest provides no added value to the proceedings, but is instead punitive. **Therefore, it is recommended that the prosecution and judiciary critically reconsider the reasonability of use of house arrest.**

- Starting in April 2016, electronic monitoring (EM) became available. It might be executed using either radius or GPS technology. The respondents’ attitudes towards electronic monitoring were just slightly more positive than towards house arrest, but they remained sceptical about effectiveness and complicated implementation. Additionally, the respondents lacked knowledge about the technical details of the measure.

- While EM is impractical to apply in the initial stages of the proceedings, it might serve as attractive alternative for PTD for serious offences where PTD has already been applied for prolonged period of time. However, due to the severity, complexity and
limited effectiveness of EM, other less severe measures, i.e. financial bail, should be
considered as prima facie alternatives for PTD.

5.6. **Role of the players in the decision making**

- In the pre-trial investigation phase, prosecutors are the key decision makers. A pros-
secutor has the authority to apply any provisional measure, except detention, EM,
house arrest and obligation to live separately without the authorisation of a pre-trial
judge. A prosecutor also has the authority and duty to terminate any measure as soon
it is no longer necessary.
- In the past, it was common for police investigators to pressure prosecutors to apply
PTD. Now, these practices have largely been abandoned; however, pro-detention at-
titudes still prevail among police investigators.
- Police investigators have the power to impose the least severe measures without the
authorisation of a prosecutor or a judge. It might be considered the catalyst for net-
widening effect and increased rates of application.
- The presence of a defence attorney is mandatory in PTD hearings and throughout all
the proceedings in which the suspect is detained. However, defence attorneys have
very few options for playing significant role in the decision making in the initial
phases of the proceedings. One of the only effective options for the defence attorney
is offering bail.
- The low quality of public defence services is a challenge.
- Social services play no role in the process of decision-making for the imposition of
provisional measures. Their role is not provided for under the law. On the other hand,
basic information about the social circumstances of the suspect might be accessed by
the police and prosecutors from the social security, labour exchange and tax inspec-
torate databases.

5.7. **Procedural aspects**

- There are no significant obstacles that prevent defence attorneys from executing their
duties in proceedings on provisional measures.
- According to the respondents, the practise of informal communication between the
prosecution and the court before court hearings has been mostly abandoned, at least
in bigger districts.
- The electronic information system of criminal proceedings (IBPS), which enables
electronic communication of the proceeding documents between investigators, pros-
secutors and judges, contributes to the elimination of the ‘out of hearing’ contact be-
tween prosecutors and judges.
- Respondents were mixed in their assessments of the value added by the IBPS. On one
hand, some practitioners praised the increased speed of communication (delivery of
the process documents) from an investigator to a prosecutor and from a prosecutor to a judge via this system. On the other hand, some were sceptical about IBPS, including practitioners from smaller districts where the speed of communication has never been a problem and judges that had seen IBPS as an additional instrument, which required extra work to upload the documents into the electronic system.

- The level of police investigators’ pressure on the prosecution to impose the severest measures on the suspect has decreased in recent years, but still, a major difference in the police and prosecutors’ attitudes exists.
- Coping with media pressure is an inevitable part of a judge’s work.

5.8. **Procedural safeguards and control**

- The rule that provides only one appeal of the decision to detain the suspect or extend his or her detention poses a risk that lengthy detentions (up to 3 months) might be left without judicial oversight after the appeal is dismissed. **Judicial review of detention (repeated appeal) should be available within a shorter period than three months, if the new facts are present in the case.**
- Judicial approval rates (over 90 percent) of requests for detention alone do not indicate that the judicial control of detention lacks scrutiny and is quasi-automatic. The respondents suggested that the increased quality and the decreased number of the requests for the PTD are the main reasons for the high rates of the approval.

5.9. **European aspects**

- Practitioners believe that the European Arrest Warrant system is trustworthy and effective tool. Some respondents believed that, with the EAW system, abscondment does not pose high risk for the interests of justice (if time is not sensitive issue in the particular case) because the chances of the suspect successful hiding in the EU are very low. Moreover, hiding is often complicated and costly for the suspect. Thus, the likelihood of a suspect absconding should not be overestimated.
- The practitioners surveyed had no experience regarding the implementation of the European Supervision Order. They shared a sceptical view that the ESO mechanism is time consuming and complicated due to the need for translations and inter-institutional communication and that little value is added by the international execution of alternatives. The priority for speeding up the proceedings and for the use of financial surety has been given.

6. **Netherlands**

*Miranda Boone, Joep Lindeman and Pauline Jacobs*
6.1. **Legal requirements and procedure**

After having arrested a suspect, the police can *hold* him/her for *questioning* for a maximum of 18 hours,\(^6\) after which the deputy-prosecutor\(^7\) can order police custody for three days. Pre-trial detention starts after *police custody*. The public prosecutor can make a request to the examining judge for *remand in custody* for 14 days. After the remand in custody, the prosecutor can make a request to the chamber in courts for *detention in custody*, which can last up to 90 days.\(^8\) After these 90 days, the trial against the – by then – defendant will have to start. In reality, more complex investigations will usually not have finished by then, which leads to so-called *pro forma hearings*, where the trial court can extend the pre-trial detention for a further 60 days on each occasion. The suspect and the public prosecutor can request the *suspension of the execution*. The judge(s) (who can also initiate suspension themselves) can decide to suspend the pre-trial detention if suspects declare themselves willing to comply with conditions governing the suspension.\(^9\)

The application of pre-trial detention is governed by statutory requirements that can be summarised as follows: (1) there must be a *grave suspicion*;\(^10\) (2) the suspicion must concern a *crime of a more serious nature*;\(^11\) (3) there must be at least one *ground* for pre-trial detention; and (4) the so-called *anticipation-requirement* has to be fulfilled by the judge.\(^12\) The two main grounds for pre-trial detention mentioned in the CCP\(^13\) concern: (A) the (serious) *risk of the suspect absconding*, or (B) the existence of a *serious reason of public safety requiring the immediate deprivation of liberty*. Such a serious reason can be considered present in situations that can be summarised as follows: (B-i) fear of *serious upset to the legal order* due to the very serious nature of the crime, (B-ii) *fear of recidivism*, (B-iii) *fear of obstruction of justice*, or (B-iv) the need to facilitate expedited proceedings against suspects of crimes in public areas or against public officials\(^14\) that caused social unrest. Fear for recidivism is the ground that is used the most often in decisions on pre-trial detention in the Netherlands.\(^15\)

Except for (B-iv), all grounds resemble the four categories as distinguished by the ECtHR:

---

\(^6\) Nine hours for questioning, but not counting the time between midnight and 9:00 AM.

\(^7\) A police-officer with a higher ranking and additional training.

\(^8\) The court in chambers can decide on 90 days at once, or they can choose for a shorter period and extend after a new hearing. Only two extensions are possible and the maximum in total cannot surpass 90 days.

\(^9\) General conditions: (1) not evade the execution of remand in custody if the suspension is terminated; (2) not evade the execution of the final custodial sentence applied by the trial judge. As an optional condition bail can be set. The judge can also decide on additional conditions, which are not limited by law.

\(^10\) A high degree of suspicion that the suspect has committed the offence of which he is suspected. Neither legislation nor case-law provide much clarity as to when this threshold is met, though.

\(^11\) As a general rule, pre-trial detention can only be applied in case of a suspicion of a criminal offence which, according to its legal definition, carries a sentence of imprisonment of four years or more.

\(^12\) No pre-trial detention if a custodial sentence is not expected; no extension of pre-trial detention if that would surpass the length of the expected custodial sentence by the trial judge.

\(^13\) Code of Criminal Procedure.

\(^14\) Policemen, firemen, ambulance staff etc.

\(^15\) Crijns, Leeuw and Wernink 2016, p. 29 e.v.
danger of absconding, obstruction of the proceedings, repetition of offences and preservation of public order.

The first hearing on pre-trial detention (before the examining judge orders remand in custody) is the most comprehensive and usually takes up to 20-30 minutes. The public prosecutor mostly is not present, but the lawyer is. The hearing before the court in chambers (three judges) for the purpose of the detention in custody is much shorter (usually five-ten minutes). At this hearing, a public prosecutor is present, but this usually is not the prosecutor actually dealing with the case. Decisions are mostly given directly after the hearing and, as said, tend to be quite brief and concise.

Prior to the hearing in connection to the pre-trial detention, the probation service can be asked to report on the suspect. This report can contain information about the personal circumstances of the suspect, previous convictions, subsequent counselling, assessment of the risk of reoffending, et cetera. This information can be taken into account with regards to the grounds of pre-trial detention or the possibilities of suspension of the execution.

In 2012 a new procedure was introduced by the public prosecutor’s office: the ZSM\textsuperscript{16}-procedure, in which decision-making in the majority of the criminal cases\textsuperscript{17} is done in a multidisciplinary setting (prosecutor, police, probation service and victim care all have their say) with an aim of swift, but scrupulous and meaningful decisions. Most respondents put forward the view that this new way of working has probably had a mitigating impact on the amount of pre-trial cases.

### 6.2. Facts and figures and debate

The Netherlands has a low prison rate per capita and prison sentences are relatively short. The rate of pre-trial detainees per capita is also relatively low. The percentage of pre-trial detainees related to the total population of prisoners was 44% in 2016 (declined from 49% in 2012). From a comparative perspective, though, the relative number (percentage) of pre-trial detainees of the total prison population does not give much indication concerning good or bad practices with regard to PTD (see for examples the introductory chapter of the comparative report). In our research we merely present qualitative reasons to assume that the population of pre-trial detainees in the Netherlands is higher than can be legitimised in the context of the principle of last resort.

In past years, there has been a lot of debate about the practice of pre-trial detention. Judges participating in this debate have put forward the opinion that application of pre-trial detention is quite standard in certain cases and that the legal requirements to substantiate the grounds for pre-trial detention allow for shallow reasoning. Multiple researches highlight

---

\textsuperscript{16} The usual abbreviation for ZSM in Dutch is ‘zo snel mogelijk’, which translates as ‘ASAP’: as soon as possible. Deciding on cases fast is one of the goals of this new procedure, but it also aims at dealing with them in a smart, scrupulous and perceptible way.

\textsuperscript{17} Apart from the graver crimes.
that little scrutiny was put forward in the pre-trial detention proceedings. In our study, we come to similar conclusions with regard to the use of the grounds for pre-trial detention.

6.3. **Methodology**

It is against the background described above and after some observations at court hearings and the study of some case-files that we conducted semi-structured interviews with lawyers, public prosecutors, judges and probation officers (32 individuals in total). The results of these interviews were transcribed and analysed. Cross references were made using available statistics and recent research. Also, preliminary results were presented and discussed at three expert meetings where all participating countries in this research were represented by practitioners.

6.4. **Common practice**

Most respondents were aware of the debate on the practice of pre-trial detention in the Netherlands. The lawyers especially put forward the view that they thought this practice was still quite extensive, although it did appear to them that, in absolute terms, the number of pre-trial cases seems to have decreased in recent years.

More often than not, an order for pre-trial detention will be requested against suspects of crimes that breach or seriously threaten to breach others’ physical integrity or that breach the right to inviolability of the home (e.g. robberies and burglaries). The vast majority of the requests will initially be granted and those that do get rejected lack relevant substantiation of the suspicion rather than sufficient grounds. In other words: the statutory demands regarding grounds for pre-trial detention do not have a significant restraining effect on the application of pre-trial detention.

The burden of proof for a grave suspicion does not seem to raise many issues, although some lawyers put forward the view that lengthy pleas in this regard are mostly not appreciated as it would be too early for that (the hearing on the merits of the case is still far away).

Fear of reoffending and fear of serious upset to the legal order are the most common grounds for pre-trial detention. Most respondents agree that both of these grounds can be substantiated quite easily. Especially the ground of risk of reoffending was found to be substantiated quite easily. Depending on the nature of the crime and the background of the suspect, even a first offender that has committed a crime can be considered as a potential recidivist if needs be. And if it is expected that the average person in the street (the neighbour) wouldn’t understand the release of a suspect, that’s an important clue that the crime has seriously upset the legal order – although it seems that perhaps the impact of the release, rather than the impact of the crime itself, is taken into consideration as well.

The scrutiny applied to the other important grounds (fear of absconding and fear of obstruction) seems paradoxical: the public prosecutor will usually have to bring forward more solid
arguments to use these grounds. The new ground (facilitate expedited proceedings against suspects of unsettling crimes in public areas or against public officials) is hardly ever used and is deemed superfluous.

The apparently limited restraining effect of the safeguards implied by the statutory grounds for pre-trial detention, however, is not considered as the most important reason nor an obstacle for the wide use of pre-trial detention according to our respondents. The wide use of pre-trial detention in the Netherlands is more often explained in terms of ‘legal culture’ or even ‘legal policy’ (politics). Most of our respondents, even some of the lawyers, acknowledge that in certain types of cases there are many advantages to using pre-trial detention as an advance on the final sentence. This is supported by three important arguments. The first argument is that you cannot explain to the victims of a serious offence or to society in general that somebody who just committed a serious crime gets released within hours or days. ‘Can you explain it to your neighbour?’ is often heard as a criterion. The second line of reasoning is that it is assumed to be much better for the offender to serve his/her time directly after arrest, instead of being released and detained again after months or – sometimes even – years. The third argument can be considered as the reverse of the second one. Prosecutors and examining judges or court in chamber judges are convinced that the trial court will be hesitant to send someone who has been suspended from pre-trial detention (or against whom an order for pre-trial detention has been refused) back to jail. It is their perception that trial courts impose more lenient (unconditional) prison sentences, if any, when the suspect is not detained at the moment of the hearing. Therefore, the fear that a convicted offender will escape a deserved punishment is a third reason not to suspend.

We tried to outline if certain groups of suspects or certain categories of crimes were more susceptible for pre-trial detention. In that regard we explained that in particular foreigners, suspects of ‘high impact crimes’ and repeat offenders are overrepresented in the pre-trial population.

6.5. The role of the players

In the Netherlands, the public prosecutor is the ‘gatekeeper’ of the criminal law proceedings. The expediency principle not only allows for the public prosecutor to decide whether to prosecute or not but it is also the prerogative of the prosecutor to request pre-trial detention or not. The prosecutor is a member of the judiciary and is supposed to make decisions like a magistrate, weighing the general interest and the interest of victims against the interest of the suspect. However, the public prosecutor’s office is also an important ally for the Department of Justice and Security and the police when it comes to the execution of criminal policy. As has already been shown above, as a consequence of this policy, pre-trial detention is applied in certain types of cases. Public prosecutors contest the assumption that their individual decisions are directly dictated by policy, though. Despite being magistrates, most public prosecutors don’t necessarily invest much in finding ways to organise a suspension of the pre-trial detention. If necessary, they’ll consent to the lawyer’s wish to let a probation officer draw
up an (additional) report to substantiate a possible suspension (but at the same time they will not fail to let the probation officer know that as far as they are concerned, suspension is not an option). The busy schedule of most public prosecutors doesn’t allow them to be present during the hearing before the examining judge. Most respondents don’t see this is a drawback. At the hearing before the court in chambers, in general one public prosecutor handles the whole bundle of cases dealt with at the session. To that purpose he/she will receive briefings from all public prosecutors who actually have the case in their workload.

**Lawyers** play a significant role in the proceedings. Public prosecutors and judges confirm that a lawyer that manages to find relevant information to substantiate a request for pre-trial detention can really make a difference for their client. That said, lawyers claim that they experience difficulties in fulfilling this task: they have very little time to compile all the information and they often do not get possession of any documents from the case-file until very shortly before the hearing. This can also hamper their possibilities to challenge the facts and circumstances that are put forward in order to substantiate a ‘grave suspicion’. The financial compensation they receive in the majority of the cases is insufficient for the time-consuming work that is needed to really paint a complete picture of the suspect’s life. Another handicap is that a lawyer cannot directly communicate with the probation service if he/she wishes a report on his/her client. Lawyers also denounce the often very thin reasoning of the judicial decisions on pre-trial detention: they feel that they can talk until they are blue in the face, but their arguments would be refuted with a fatuous reasoning.

The **probation service** in their turn recognise that they have very little time to write up the so called pre-trial assistance report and that – within that short time-frame – it is virtually impossible to assess what risks the release of a suspect could have, what possibilities there would be to reduce that risks and if those possibilities would be sufficient to enable release under conditions. They also acknowledge that their institution is not ideally organised such as to meet the demands of the pre-trial proceedings. After the very preliminary observations reported before the hearing by the examining judge, additional information does not get compiled automatically but only after an order by the public prosecutor.

Our interviews demonstrated that the **judges** do not usually actively explore the possibilities of alternatives to pre-trial detention. Whether the judge will be willing to grant a suspension will very much depend on the availability of enough concrete information supporting conditional suspension. The judges we spoke to in our research were very aware of the critical debate on the practice of pre-trial detention in the Netherlands. In 2015, the criminal courts formulated so-called professional standards for judges regarding many aspects of their work, including the provision that decisions on pre-trial detention should always be substantiated. This is expected to lead to an improvement of the reasoning put forward by the courts. Some of our respondents emphasise, though, that better substantiation might not change the outcome of the procedures: the law simply leaves much room to flesh out the grounds for pre-trial detention.
6.6. **Alternatives**

Within the Dutch criminal procedure, autonomous alternatives for pre-trial detention do not exist. Alternatives can only be applied in the framework of a suspension of the pre-trial detention with the exception of the so-called behavioural order that can be issued by the Prosecution Service outside the scope of the pre-trial detention framework. Inherent to this system is that pre-trial detention is not used as a last resort. Instead of looking at the less intrusive measures first, the most severe measure has to be applied before less severe measures can be considered. The use of alternatives for pre-trial detention should be in accordance with the subsidiarity principle. Alternatives should (only) be used if they can fulfil the underlying goals of the pre-trial detention in a less intrusive way than detention does. Much consensus exists on the opinion that alternatives (conditions) can reduce the risk of recidivism and, to a lesser extent, risk of absconding. The use of alternatives can therefore result in reduced application of pre-trial detention based on one of these grounds. The fundamental problem, however, is that the grounds for pre-trial detention are so widely interpreted that it is difficult to judge if an alternative for detention meets the subsidiarity requirement or not. Many respondents give examples of so-called ‘improper remands’, cases in which remand detention is applied, not to detain a person, but to create a framework for probation, treatment or other forms of help and assistance. Prosecutors and judges admit that they use the pre-trial detention decision in these cases to create a framework to do something that ‘probably makes sense’, because they are pretty sure that if they release someone without conditions, the delinquent behaviour will continue because the underlying problems are not addressed. In these cases, it is clear that the conditional suspension of the pre-trial detention does not meet the subsidiarity requirement. That is not to say that suspects wouldn’t benefit from an approach with a more binding framework regarding behaviour and/or treatment, though. However, we agree with our respondents that the current legislation on pre-trial detention is not primarily designed to provide that framework and sometimes seems to be used in an improper manner to coach people towards guidance and counselling.

In general, however, we got the impression that alternatives can fulfil a useful role in attempts to reduce the use of pre-trial detention. A broad category of cases exists in which the grounds for detention are constantly weighed against the personal circumstances of the offender. Whether the judge will be willing to grant a suspension will very much depend on the availability of enough concrete information supporting conditional suspension. On the one hand, this information would have to substantiate that personal interests of the suspect outweigh the interests served by pre-trial detention. On the other hand, the information should contain guarantees that the conditions attached to the release provide a solid alternative related to the ground(s) for the pre-trial detention – in most cases: preventing recidivism. Important information that can plea for conditional suspension is related to the housing situation of the suspect, his/her day activities, his/her family circumstances and possible (mental) health problems.
Preferably this information is available at the hearing of the examining judge through a probation (pre-trial) report. This report gives information about earlier trajectories of the suspect at the Probation Service, personal circumstances of the suspect and the possibilities of supervision in case of a suspension. The extent to which these reports are available and the moment of their availability fluctuate a lot between regions, while probation officers indicate that they often have a real struggle to produce a sufficient preliminary probation report before the hearing of the examining judge. To our surprise, their organisational structure does not seem to be adjusted to them writing an improved or extended version for the hearing in chambers. A complicating factor is that, although it’s mostly the defence lawyer who is held responsible for the collection of information to substantiate a suspension, s/he does not have the autonomous power to directly request the Probation Service for a pre-trial detention report. If s/he thinks a pre-trial report is of importance, a request will have to be made to the prosecutor, who will then decide if the Probation Service gets the assignment to report. Although most of the prosecutors and defence lawyers say that the prosecutor is mostly willing to follow these requests, exceptions were also mentioned.

In the absence of a (sufficient) probation report, it’s up to the (good) defence lawyers themselves to try and collect the necessary information to substantiate a request for suspension. They will call (possible future) employers and will try to get in touch with family members or doctors for written statements. They are hindered of course by the same constraints in time and information as the probation officers are. Financial compensation for the activities of lawyers during pre-trial detention is found to be insufficient. The prosecutors and judges in general take a rather passive attitude in this regard.

There is rather scarce regulation on the conditions that can be applied as an alternative for pre-trial detention in the Netherlands. The general conditions attached to a suspension of the pre-trial detention are that the suspect will comply with possible future court orders regarding the pre-trial detention and that s/he will cooperate with the execution of a possible future sentence to imprisonment. The only special requirement mentioned explicitly in the law is the financial guarantee for the fulfilment of the conditions of a suspension. Other types of requirements that can be added to a suspension are not mentioned in the law, but the CCP does not give any restrictions either. Requirements that are regularly added to a suspension of the pre-trial order are: reporting at the police station, location ban, location order, probation order, electronic monitoring, behaviour counselling and treatment for substance addiction.

These so-called alternatives are applied on a regular basis, but not on a large scale in absolute numbers. In particular practical obstacles seem to stand in the way of a wider use. The necessary information to suspend under conditions is often not available at an early stage and respondents also point to a lack of capacity for the more substantial requirements like facilities for treatment. Although we came across some respondents who support financial bail, it is still almost never applied. Respondents don’t know exactly how it works and experience many practical and fundamental constraints. Although electronic monitoring as a condition
to suspend pre-trial detention is used more often now than it used to be, it still takes between five to 14 days to organise it and can therefore not prevent the application of pre-trial detention at the earliest stage.

6.7. **Procedural safeguards and remedies**

The most important procedural safeguard is the periodical review of the pre-trial detention after 14 days (by the court in chambers) and after 30, 60 or/and (in any case) 90 days by the court in chambers or the trial court (pro-forma hearings). As mentioned before, the hearings before the court in chambers are quite short, compared to the hearings before the examining judge. As a lot of hearings are planned in one session and the judges and the public prosecutor therefore have a significant case-load for that session, the impression is that these hearings are rather superficial. However, judges insist that they really do consider all aspects of every case. Lawyers put forward the view that if they provide the court in chambers with their pleadings in advance of the hearing, they feel that their arguments are heard.

Still, our research doesn’t show that these reviews often change the fundamentals of the decision (suspicion, grounds), although the fear of obstruction as a ground for pre-trial detention can become redundant overtime. The passage of time can also be of influence on the decision-making process regarding the suspension of the pre-trial detention: the interest of the release of the suspect can eventually outweigh the interest of public safety requiring immediate deprivation of liberty. However, this does raise a question: doesn’t this decision implicate that the relevance of the ground(s) for pre-trial detention has become obsolete and that, therefore, the order for pre-trial detention should be lifted?

Apart from the periodical review, an appeal procedure exists before the Court of Appeal. Possibilities for appealing against a decision on pre-trial detention are limited, though. The order for remand in custody by the examining judge cannot be appealed. Only one appeal against an order for (or extension of) detention in custody by the court in chambers or the trial court is possible. Also, decisions on the request for termination of pre-trial detention and/or suspension of the execution can be appealed only once. The appeal has to be lodged at the Court of Appeal and will be heard by the Court of Appeal in chambers.

Hearings are also short and the general sentiment of the lawyers seems to be that chances of success in the procedure are slim at best.

6.8. **European aspects**

The Framework Decisions on the European Arrest Warrant (EAW) and the European Supervision Order (ESO) have been implemented in the Netherlands. With regards to both
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instruments, experiences within our group of respondents were very limited. Public prosecutors with specific interests in the instruments provided us with a lot of practical information.

People deprived of their liberty because an EAW has been issued against them will mostly be brought before the public prosecutor in Amsterdam, who can seek a special kind of police custody and who can also decide to suspend the execution of this police custody. In certain cases a request for remand in custody will have to be made to the examining judge. The only really relevant ground for pre-trial detention in this regard is risk of absconding.

The ESO allows foreign suspects\textsuperscript{19} to fulfil the conditions of suspension of the execution of pre-trial detention in their country of residence. The instrument has not been widely used in the Netherlands up until recently. The IRC Noord-Holland\textsuperscript{20} has been appointed as the central authority concerning the ESO (FD 2009/829/JHA) and processes all incoming and outgoing requests. A respondent of the IRC put forward the view that the ESO is becoming more acknowledged, which leads to an increase in requests and actual executions of supervision orders. The IRC participates in the European Justice Network\textsuperscript{21} which also contains a judicial atlas\textsuperscript{22} that allows the identification of the locally competent authority that can receive requests for judicial cooperation and provides a fast and efficient channel for the direct transmission of requests according with the selected measure. Requests to the Dutch authority on ESO can be mailed to wets-ettm@om.nl.

6.9. The vignette\textsuperscript{23}

Six out of eight prosecutors say that they would definitely bring this case before the examining judge. The two other public prosecutors show some reservation and say they need more information regarding the earlier offence and the personal circumstances of the suspect. Also, most judges and defence lawyers express the expectation that this suspect would be put into remand detention. The first and most important argument mentioned is the seriousness of the offence. In particular the fact the burglary occurs at night and the presence of a young child in the house support the decision to apply pre-trial detention. Although only some judges and prosecutors explicitly mention the ground they would base their decision on, it becomes clear that fear of recidivism is most obvious in this case. Therefore, it is important

\textsuperscript{19} EU citizens.

\textsuperscript{20} Centre for International Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters – Noord Holland, department WETS-ETM.


\textsuperscript{23} A 23 year old male is suspected of burglary in a house at 3 o’clock at night, while the house-owners and their 4 year old daughter were sleeping upstairs. He got into the house by cutting the window in the front door to unlock it. The next morning, the owners discovered that precious jewellery, a laptop and money, altogether worth 3000 euro, was stolen. The police identified the suspect from cctv recordings. The suspect is currently unemployed and was sentenced two years ago to a cso/conditional sentence (depending on the national situations). Apparently, he is living with his parents.
that the subject was previously convicted. For most judges, the earlier conviction is enough to substantiate fear of recidivism, no matter what that conviction was for. A minority, however, expressed the opinion that the subject should have been convicted for a similar offence to substantiate fear of recidivism. Only some defence lawyers critically argue that one earlier conviction is insufficient to substantiate fear of recidivism, in particular since the probation period for the conditional sentence was almost finished at the time the burglary was committed. Respondents had different opinions on an eventual suspension at a certain stage. According to the defence lawyers the personal circumstances as presented in the vignette do not give much reason for a suspension. To submit a successful request for suspension, they would need other information, ‘sick parents’, ‘a job interview’, ‘a doctor’s visit’. A good probation report could probably provide them with the necessary information. Also, a confession would increase the room for a suspension, but only after the passage of some time. In case the pre-trial detention would be suspended, this would normally be under the condition that the suspect has some daily activities.

6.10. General outlook

There has been a heated debate in the Netherlands on the allegedly extensive practice of pre-trial detention, which has led to greater awareness. The public prosecutor’s office has implemented some rigorous changes in their decision-making process. Apart from that, the crime-rate has come down, which has led to a decrease in the number of prisoners. It is likely that a combination of these factors have contributed to the decrease in the number of pre-trial detainees over more recent years. However, the very high percentage of pre-trial detainees compared to convicted prisoners didn’t change as drastically.

Still, a slight inclination towards a more restricted application of pre-trial detention could be perceived in our research. That doesn’t change the observation that Dutch law and practice leave room for broad interpretation of the grounds for pre-trial detention and that our legal culture seems to be one where it is found that pre-trial detention simply cannot be withheld in certain cases. As such there are still categories of crimes and/or suspects in which as a rule pre-trial detention is applied. In the meantime, lawyers experience difficulties in finding the means to challenge pre-trial detention: mention is made of lack of time, funds and/or timely access to relevant information.

Even when judges are in favour of releasing the suspect, they will suspend the execution rather than lift the order for pre-trial detention. That means that alternatives only become available after the order for pre-trial detention. There is a whole string of conditions for suspension that appear to have a positive and preventive impact on the suspect. However, our research also shows that there are many logistical and financial hurdles in the way of a broader application of these alternatives for pre-trial detention. One of the problems in this regard is the limited means that the probation service has to provide the necessary information.
A more restricted application of pre-trial detention is therefore primarily a matter of a shift in legal culture and a more generous approach towards alternatives. In November 2016, the Ministry of Justice and Security has presented preliminary plans to review the legislation on pre-trial detention. In short, these plans suggest that a procedure of ‘provisional restriction of liberty’ should take the place of the order of pre-trial detention followed by a conditional suspension of the execution. The envisioned provisional restrictions will be similar to the conditions for suspension used in the current system. Only if the restrictions are breached will the examining judge be requested to order pre-trial detention. However, the provisional restriction of liberty as proposed will be applicable in a far wider range of cases than the current system of suspended pre-trial detention. Reactions, therefore, are mixed. On the one hand, there is a degree of satisfaction that the government is aiming at a serious decrease in pre-trial detention orders. On the other hand, there is concern that the system could draw in more suspects, enabling some serious restrictions on people’s liberty while the judicial framework lacks scrutiny and offers few safeguards.²⁴ It is unsure whether the Ministry of Justice and Security will maintain the proposal as it is.

7. Romania

Gabriel Oancea, Ioan Durnescu

7.1. Introduction

Semi-structured interviews were carried out with 21 participants, comprising of judges, prosecutors, and lawyers from Bucharest. The interview guidelines, described in the DETOUR project for each category of practitioners, provided the basis for the interviews.

7.2. Basis for decision-making

- The research highlighted that the main criterion considered in the case of imposing/maintaining the preventive arrest measure is the degree of social danger of the offence, which has been confirmed by all magistrates (judges and prosecutors).
- The judges of the High Court of Justice and Cassation have introduced one more element that seems to play an important role – the amount of detriment or injury. The higher they are, the higher the likelihood of PTD is.
- Many judges emphasised the complexity of the decision-making process behind the PTD.
- In most cases they state that the decision is based on a detailed analysis.
- There are no specific groups of offenders – like foreigners, drug addicts, homeless people etc. – that are targeted by PTD.
- In the case of foreigners, the mere fact of being a citizen of another country, and therefore the assumption that this person has a high risk of evading criminal prosecution, is not enough to impose preventive arrest.
- When it comes to the decision-making process, judges seem to follow a two-step process. First, they look at the offence and the offender: the seriousness of the offence, the manner of committing the crime, the circumstances in which the offence was committed, the personal circumstances, and the stage of the trial. The second step is assessing the risk of committing further offences. As mentioned by several judges, the risk of committing further crimes is one of the most cited reasons for imposing the PTD.
- Judges seem to evaluate the risk of absconding, influencing the witnesses, or altering the evidence.
- Most judges stressed that they take the PTD measure to ensure a good progress of the trial.
- Many judges mentioned the public expectations as one important factor in imposing the PTD. In some (serious) cases, the prosecutors use the public expectations to convince the judge to impose PTD.
Most judges and prosecutors estimated that they have enough information to make the decision on the preventive measures.

There is a kind of consensus among the participants in this study that PTD is balanced in practice and is dedicated especially to those who committed serious crimes (e.g. violent crimes, crimes involving hard drugs, corruption etc.) or have a long criminal history and therefore a high risk of continuing criminal activity.

7.3. **Less severe measures**

- Alternative measures to preventive arrest, according to Romanian legislation, are: judicial control, judicial control on bail, and house arrest.
- Most respondents particularly appreciated the effectiveness of the judicial control measure.
- Depending on the specificity of each case, the judge may, when imposing PTD, also impose some obligations, such as: avoiding leaving a certain territorial limit, undergoing treatment or medical care, not liaising with the injured party, witnesses or other persons involved in the criminal trial.
- Regarding the measure of judicial control on bail, its application is relatively limited.
- The reasons for this limited application of bail-out are related to several factors. Some judges consider that the insufficient application of judicial bail is due to the existence of legal provisions that are interpreted differently by the courts.
- Another reason is related to low financial possibilities of many people in conflict with the penal law: Even if decided by the judge, the bail could not be paid by the defendant.
- Regarding the institution of house arrest, the interviews highlighted a series of controversies about the perceived effectiveness of this measure, primarily by the magistrates.
- In most cases, magistrates consider that the legal provision is likely to create a situation of discrimination between house arrest subjects and defendants who have executed their pre-trial detention in the police or prisons' detention facilities.
- Magistrates consider that the house arrest measure is devoid of the afflictive character that PTD or imprisonment has.
- Another aspect correlative to the preventive measure of house arrest is the fact that the ways of verifying the defendant's compliance with the measure are, in practice, extremely limited.
- Magistrates consider that the implementation of an electronic monitoring system would be likely to contribute to providing certainty about the defendant’s compliance with alternative preventive measures.
- Another positive aspect of introducing an electronic monitoring system is to increase the confidence of magistrates in the effectiveness of alternative measures in pre-trial detention.
7.4. **The role of the actors in the decision-making process**

- Most judges were aware of the suspicion that prosecutors are closer to the judges than the lawyers.
- Judges argued, based on what they do in court, that they try to give them equal treatment: they have access to the same information, they can speak in front of the court, they can ask for more witnesses etc.
- Some judges made a small distinction between ex officio lawyers and those chosen by clients. It seems that those selected by the clients themselves are more active in defending them than the ex officio ones.
- Prosecutors participating in the study evaluate their position as being equal to the position of the defence lawyers.
- The lawyers perceive that all the symbolic actions (such as using the same door to enter the courtroom, the possibility of the court to have direct communication with the prosecution, the fact that lawyers get to be told off in court more often than the prosecutors etc.) suggest that the prosecutors have more power than the defence lawyers.
- Lawyers have repeatedly referred to the fact that they do not have an equal position to prosecutors.

7.5. **Practical Operation of Hearings and Procedural Aspects**

- The interviews did not reveal the existence of informal discussions between the actors involved in solving the causes of imposing or modifying preventive measures.
- Several references were made in relation to the short period of time when the first request for the precautionary arrest warrant is to be resolved.
- Lawyers and magistrates consider that some provisions do not provide an optimal framework for the conduct of procedural activities, especially in complex cases involving organized crime networks, crimes with significant damage, etc.
- In interviews, it has been almost unanimously pointed out that the legal provisions are able to ensure the observance of human rights in the procedures related to taking/replacing the preventive measures.

7.6. **European Aspects**

- Most judges had experiences interacted with the EAW and found it very useful and already settled within the mainstream practice.
- The interviews highlighted that the judges and lawyers interviewed are not familiar with the European Supervision Order (ESO).
- Prosecutors were not informed in detail about these procedures, because the participants interviewed are not involved in this kind of procedure (ESO).
7.7. **The vignette**

- Most of the judges estimated that they would apply PTD in this case.
- The main reasons would be the seriousness of the crime (burglary with people present in the house) and the concrete circumstances of the crime (during the night, by breaking and entering).
- The prosecutors also tended to apply for PTD in this case.
- According to the prosecutors’ view, the risk of committing further offences seems high due to the offender’s past behavior and unemployment.
- Issues such as whether the defendants recognize their guilt are not important at this stage.
- Other factors, such as the existence of a fixed address, citizenship, and whether the offender is a drug user, and has committed the same offence in the past, appear to be central to decisions on PTD.
- The room for a lawyer in this case is quite limited as the decision seems to be led by the seriousness of the crime.
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25 A 23 year old male is suspected of burglary in a house at 3 o’clock at night, while the house-owners and their 4 year old daughter were sleeping upstairs. He got into the house by cutting the window in the front door to unlock it. The next morning, the owners discovered that precious jewellery, a laptop and money, altogether worth 3000 euro, was stolen. The police identified the suspect from cctv recordings. The suspect is currently unemployed and was sentenced two years ago to a cso/conditional sentence (depending on the national situations). Apparently, he is living with his parents.
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